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I OWE EVERYONE

AN APOLOGY!
for not having UhA more superla
tives in telling von about NORMA
SHEARER in “THE DIVORCEE.’’
I did not know whwt a wonderful
hit of screen entertainment it really
was until 1 saw It. And what a
genuine thrill 1 experienced when
1 did see “THE DIVORCEE.” I
can truthfully say that it is the
finest >plcture that has played In
Rockland In years and It is the
type that will please everyone.
NORMA SHEARER is divine and
she Is su|>ported by three of the
linest stars in the business—CON
RAD NAGEL, CHESTER MORRIS
and ROBERT MONTGOMERY.
The play is chock full of spicy dia
logue: gorgeous scenes; pa hos;
comedy and extravagant costumes.
Do yourself a favor. Wee NORMA
SHEARER in “THE DIVORCEE.”
You’ll rave about it—andl I don't
mean maylte! It Is here for to
day and Wednesday.
PARK THEATRE,
Bob Boyle, Mgr.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 1, 1930

The Courier-Gazette

“ON MY SET”

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1855 and in
I 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

Radio fans, particularly those
residing in fairly dote proximity
to Main street, have been greatly
distressed the past four or five
days by interference which haa
made the use of the sets prohibi
tive so far as WNAC and other
low wave stations are concerned.
Last night's reception was the
first faultless reception I have
had since the trouble began—
WNAC
and
WTIC coming
through as in days of yore. Nobcdy seems to know whet the
trouble was, but its continuance
wculd have been very harmful to
radio’s popularity in Rockland
and it behooves dealers and ev
erybody else to see what can be
done to prevent its recurrence.
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The unspoken word never does harm.
—Kossuth.
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HAPPY DAYS AHEAD
For the Young Men Who
Attend the Fort Williams
Training Camp

Opening Dance
for the

SUMMER SEASON OF 1930
of

Morris Pavilion
Tenant’s Harbor

FRIDAY NIGHT JULY 4
Celebrate the Fourth with

Musk
Hear HOWARD E. COLE

(in person) and his

New England Colonials
This is the first appearance of this famous singing
orchestra since 1925

Dancing Every Friday Night Hereafter

Athletes attending the Military
Training Camp at iFort ’McKinley/
which opens July 5 for 20 days, will
find plenty to keep them busy during
the time they are there.
Track events will culminate in a
track and field meet neld July 29 and
30. Preliminaries July 29 will con
sist of trials in the 100 yard dash, 440
yard dash. 220 yard dash, shot put
broad jump, discus, high jump, and
javelin throw and the finals with the
relay race added will be run off on
the afternoon of July 30.
Each company will have a baseball
squad of at least 15 men and games
will be played according to a sched
ule for the championship of the regi
ment. Indoor baseball will also be
played.
Twenty men who are Interested in
obtaining certificates of proficiency in
Life Saving and First Aid will be se
lected from each company to report
daily at 1.35 p. m.. except Saturday
and Sunday. In addition to these men,
those already holding certificates
from the Red Cross will he sent.
Swimming will be under the direction
of an officer and a medical officer will
be present while inst.uctions are held.
No swimming will be otherwise
permitted.
Each company will have two volley
ball teams and a schedule of games
played. Soccer will be featured and
a league between company teams
formed.
Tennis players will have an oppor
tunity to play in matches both singles
and doubles, with good courts avail*
I able.
Football men, not to exceed ten
! from each company who desire to re; ceive instruction in passing and kick| ing will report to the athletic officer
| each day.
Fifteen men from each company
I will be permitted to attend instruction
I in boxing and skilled instructors will
| be detailed for this work.
Suitable awards will be made in all
I events and it is expected that theathI letic program of the 1930 camp will
i he better than ever.

The wise modern housewite. shares
her burdens and lets The People’®
Laundry. Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
service prompt, the work exce’lent.

HE

BROUGHT

THE

“A well known foreign publication tells us that
Enterprise is a virtue at all times, but its value is

greatest when times are hardest.

True.

MOUETTE

A blonde haired young man. whose (
spectacles did not hide his good
humored expression, hoarded a par
lor car at the 'Maine Central station
Saturday afternoon, but had scarcely
seated himself when he found that
he was without a newspaper to while
away the hours which would ensue
before he reached his destination.
■Down the street he started on the run.
and did not pause until he had
reached E. E. Simmons’ news-stand,
where he was soon in possesson of the
desired reading material.
The newspapers have a lot to say
An hour’s broadcast from the
about this
young man's relatives
Gcvernors’ Conference in Salt
these days for he is not only the
Lake City begins at 3 p. m. today
brother-in-law of the best known man
Gov. Gardiner will be one of the
in the world but son of the man who
speakers.
is being strongly discussed for the
presidency.
In case you have not recognized
“Do you know how to make a peach
him from these two obvious clues let
cordial?”
us say that the young stranger was
“Sure, send her some candy.”

STRAND-NEXT WEEK
“WITH BYRD
at the SOUTH
POLE”

Dwight W. Morrow, Jr., of .Engle
wood, N. J.
He had Just flown across from
North Haven where on the previous
day he had delivered the power boat
Mouette, a craft much sought a year
ago because her passengers were Col.
Charles A. Lindbergh and bride es
caping prying eyes during a honey
moon voyage along the Maine coast.
The Mouette 1» now moored along
side the Morrow summer estate at
North Haven, and it is an easy guess
that the Lindberghs will again be
passengers In the near future, and
that this time there will be three in
the party.
But Dwight, junior, knew naught
as to that, or If he did he kept his own
counsel, after the manner of his dis
tinguished father.
A Courier-Gazette reporter with
whom he chatted in a most cordial
and courteous manner while awaiting
the train's departure put the usual
questions as to when the family might
he expected at North Haven, and re
ceived a characteristic reply.
“You fellows know more than I do,"
said he.
And the net result was about the
same when Col. Lindbergh's brotherin-law was queried as to the prob
able name for the young hopeful
whose father established the New
York to Paris ait route.
Flying against an adverse wind
which might have been blowing 40
miles an hour offered no particular
discouragement to young Morrow,
who takes his aviation as a matter
of course.
“It was a bit 'bumpy,' " said he. "but
Harold Moon is a mighty good pilot.”
The young man lunched at the
Copper Kettle before going to the
train.

SATURDAY’S GOLF

The Fourth

Saw Largest Field of the Sea
son, With McDougall the
Tournament Winner

AT

The constantly improving fairways
and greens of the Country Club
course naturally attracts increasing
numbers of golfers, and besides, the
summer visitors are more and more
in evidence. Saturday's medal play
handicap tournament saw 19 par
ticipants, largest number of the sea
son so far. H. N. McDougall walked
away with the berries with a net 72,
the runner-up being his business
partner Walter C. Ladd—a sort of
McDougall-Ladd Co. performance—
with a net 73. Dyer and Foss tied for
third place with net 75. The scores:

KNOX TROTTING PARK

Horse Racing

It. X. McDougall -........................
W.
Lndd..................................
A tV. IFoss .......................a............
F. C. Dyer .........................................
It. A. Buffum ...................................
.1. Brewster .......................................
W. O. Fuller ......
E. K. Veazic s....................................
E Davis .............................................
E. K. Leighton .................................
M. ( handler.......................................
II. E. Hohinson ..............................
II F. Koss i......................................
H Jameson ...............................
A.
Jones .....................................
L. E. M.ltae ....................................
A. <• iMelxion ................................
W. IH Rhodes ................................
II. <*. Allen, no card.

Athletic Sports

COME TO KNOX TROTTING PARK
The County’s Amusement Center for the
Fourth

It is com

velopment and it seems the natural thing to join with

Everyone is confident and we catch con

Outfitters

Gentlemen’s

fidence from them. At such times, enterprise is not
so much a virtue as a fashion. When all your neigh
bors are mournfully expecting the future to deal them

splendid on the grunt.’ When everyone is saying
‘trade is bad,’ then is the time to seek for life in new

HARMON’S
IS

directions—and, if none can be found, to create it.

When all are talking of unemployment in terms of
millions; when we have to go back nine years for a
parallel, there is no concealing the fact that industry
is flagging.

But these things should be a challenge,

IN ROCKLAND
FOR JULY AND AUGUST

not a prohibition—a stimulus, not a depressant.
These are the times when the man of enterprise is

seen to be rot merely one of the fortunate, but a con
spicuous benefactor to his fellow citizens.”

OUR MISSION IS “SERVICE”

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

THERE

FOUL PLAY?

88-13—73
99—23—78
100—22—78
105—29—79
89—10—79
103—23—80
98—18—80
101-20-81
92—10—82
92-10- 82
107—24—83
98—13—83
97—13—84
109—19—90
113—20—93

Did the death of William Davis at Port Clyde on June 10 pro
ceed from accident or was there foul play?
A difference of opinion exists, and County Attorney Campbell
yesterday announced that the investigation would be continued as

long as there is any hope of solving the mystery.
The Courier-Gazette will pay a reward of $500 to the person fur
nishing evidence that shall lead to the arrest and conviction of any
person or persons guilty of causing the death of the boy, if develop
ments shall prove that he came to his end in that manner. The evi
dence to be placed in the hands of Sheriff Frank F. Harding or
Countv Attorney L. R. Campbell.
Whatever excitement may have ex
isted in connection with the investi
gation that followed the drowning of
Willie Davis at Port Clyde has sub
sided in a very large measure, but the
tragedy is still the subject of much
discussion in that section of the
county and there continue to be about
an even division of sentiment as to
whether the boy came to his death
frosm accidental drowning or from
foul play.
•On the one hand is a feeling that
the marks on the body have never
been properly accounted for.
On the other hand it does not seem
probable or possible that the body
could have been thrown into the pond
in broad daylight without someone
observing the act, or being l|kely to
observe it. The autoposy did show
that the boy was alive when he went
into the pond, and that death resulted
within 2,/» hours after he had par
taken of his last meal, which appar
ently was his dinner, eaten somewhere around the noon hour, unless

THOMASTON

Harmon’s of Brunswick, Gentlemen's
Outfitters, is now occupying a shop in
Rockland.
We cordially invite you to
visit us and review our offerings of Cloth
ing, Furnishing Goods and Sports Wear,
of cosmopolitan smartness and quality
unexcelled ... We are sure you will enjoy
our shop—our goods—our service.

503 Main Street

HAKMON
INCORPORATED

BRUNSWICK

Bicknell Block

he later ate a lunch of which ills par
ents are unaware.
The ice pond is in the very heart
of the village, a highway passing
within a few feet of it, and houses
overlooking it.
Coming down to a common sense
viewpoint which shall be believed—
That there was foul play and the
body was thrown into the pond, under
circumstances above outlined, or
That the boy fell into the pond and
received the bruises in his fall.
Medical Examiner Frohock elects
believe the latter theory, and Dr.
Walter D. Hall, who was associated
with him in the inquest believes the
former.
County Attorney Campbell is in
clined to share Dr. Frohoek's views,
hut maintains an open mind on the
matter, and in answer to The CourierGazette's Inquiry declared positively
that the investigation had not been
concluded. He has already been over
the ground twice and it is his inten
tion to go over it again, with the hope
that It may be productive of new testimony.

FREIGHT

WRECK

Two Cars Laden With Autos Derailed This Morning—
Track Badly Damaged, But Delay Slight
Twenty-four freight cars, drawn by train, and Elmer Glidden and Bay
two powerful locomotives, rumbled Haskell were the engineers.
A portion of the track was shoved
into Thomaston station early this
two feet southward from its original
morning, and kicked up an unexpect position, and had to be relaid before
ed rumpus when two of the ears sud the regular passenger trains could
denly left the rails, and swaying from pass. How swiftly the section crew
side to side tore up 350 ties before the worked may be judged from the fact
that the New York train arrived in
train came to a standstill.
Rockland only five minutes late. In
Nobody was Injured.
cidentally this train consisted of 12
The train was made up of 12 load cars and two locomotives.
ed cars and 12 empties, the two which
The extent of damage to the auto
left the rails being loaded with au mobiles In the two derailed freight
tomobiles.
cars had not been learned when this
W. E. Stearns was conductor of the paper went to press.

A JOINT RECITAL

MET AT SAMOSET

Jupils of Miss Stahl and Miss Members of the Associated
Industries Have Fine Time
Lamb Heard in Enjoyable
Musical
Despite the intense heat Thursday
evening a large number of people
gathered in the Universalis* audi
torium to hear the Joint recital pre
sented by piano pupils of Misses
Margaret G. Stahl and Mabel F.
Lamb.
Each number was given
splendidly reflecting the fine training
imparted by these two capable in
structors. The Rhythmic Bands re
ceived enthusiastic response, de
servedly, as the youngsters gave a
most interesting performance. In
Miss Stahl’s number, Gerturde Heal
was at the piano, with Marion Felt
conducting. Miss Lamb accompanied
her band numbers, David Curtis, Jr.,
Charles Toner, Emma Harding.
Catherine Chisholm and Richard
Marsh conducting in turn. The pro
gram:
•RhythmicBand—Military March >... Schubert
Duets—March of the Cadets ........ Engleman
Hungarian Dance ............... Cumberland
tDorothy -Sherman, tFrances Marsh
Curious fctory ............................................ Heller
•Beryl Jtorgerson .
Cobbler, Cobbler .................................... 'Watson

out disaster, then is the time to face it with a smile
and tackle it with confidence. Don’t join the man
with the slogan ‘At lifting I'm a failure, but I’m

89 -17—72

91—18—73
98—18—75

• * • •
There was Some good golf shot on
the Samoset course last week when
three well-known pros, met—Moran
of Rockland. Forte of the Samoset
and Clark of Bangor. The latter
took the match with a 74, par of the
course. Moran scoring a 76 and Forte
78. One of the prettiest shots was
made by Moran, whoso drive of the
difficult, ninth hole, 260 yards, landed
him on the green, where he narrowly
missed his put for an eagle, but sank
the ball for a birdie three.

paratively easy to show enterprise when there is a
boom and everyone is going in for extension and de
the crowd.

WAS

Dwight Morrow, Jr., Delivers Honeymoon Craft At North The Courier-Gazette Offers $500 Reward For Arrest and
Haven; Then Flies To This City
Conviction In Port Clyde Case

High ClassVaudeville

ENTERPRISE

Volume 83....................Number 78

THREE CENTS A COPY

t Winfield iBenner
LMInuet ................................................. /Haydn

At Summer Outing
The Associated Industries of Maine
held its annual outing at the Samoset
Hotel during the weekend, with an
attendance, inclusive of ladles, of
about 90.
Officers of the Association Included
H. E. Wadsworth of Winthrop; A.
Warren of Westbrook; Benjamin F.
Cleaves of Portland: and the follow
ing members of the executive com
mittee: Stephen O. Jellerson, Nor
way; Oliver Moses. Bath und George
F. Reynolds of Portland.
The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company was represented by Walter
E. Bowe of Boston, and Carl H. Sonntag of Rockland, who were accom
panied by their wives. In this party
also were Mr and Mrs. James W.
Cass, Mr. Cass representing the Wal
ton Trunk & Fibre Co., one of Maine’s
new industries located at the mouth
of the Kennebec.
The visitors were delighted with
the charms presented by this not
able summer resort at Rockland
Breakwater and when not attending
the business sessions, pJayed golf
and disported in the swimming pool.
For the women there was an after
noon tea.
At the banquet a brief speech was
made by ex-Senator H. E. Wadsworth
of Winthrop president of the organi
zation. President Johnson of ColbyCollege told how educational methods
had changed in the past 25 years, and
what the colleges are aiming to ac
complish In preparing for the stu
dent’s future. Prof. Quimby con
tributed to the occasion a very witty
speech.
Ex-Governor William T. Cobb was
present as representative of the Ox
ford Palter Co.

Petite Dance *................................... Cumberland
tDorothy (Munro
Narcissus ....................................................... Nevln
•Dorothy Kenderdlne
Duet—The Little Cavalier ................ IWooler
tRichard Ellingwood, Miss Lamb
Trio- Sentinel March ......................... Sartorlo
•Howard Chase, •Frank Harding, LMiss Stahl
tRhythmic Band—A iB Cj.... German Folk Tune
Raindrops ,.......... Bohemian iFoik Tune
The Village/Band........................ L. B. S.
Joyous Days ................................................ [Moore
Chase of the Butterflies ....................... Den nee
I
tFrances IMarsh
Valse Klise ................................................... Frlral
•Elzada North
Castanets ...................................................... Rebc
titichard Ellingwood
Tarantella .................................................. Den nee
•Howard Chase
Bird Gossip .............................................. Lemont
Dragonflies ................................................ Becker
fMadelyn Hawley
(Ilpsy Hondo ................................................ Haydn
Heal (pianist) and Marlon Felt ((di
•Helen Pletrosky
Silent Night ..................................... ........... Glllet rector).
The 'First Butterfly ........................... Torjussen
Miss lamb's hand Is composed of

tCathcrine Chisholm

Dorothy .Sherman. Dorothy Munro.
•RoReiiMoody
Oscar Marsh, Richard Marsh. Emma
Duet -Minuet In G ...A................... Beethoven Harding, Winfield Benner, Madelyn
fMadelyn Hawley, LMiss Lamb
Butterfly .................................................... Merkel Rawley. Catherine Chisholm. Frances
^Sylvia Cohen
Marsh. Patricia Allen. Betty McAlary,
The Little Old Lady In the Rocking (Chair, Daly Richard Ellingwood, David Curtis,
Hello! (Mr. iRobin ........................................... Bea
Jr..
Charles Toner, Joseph Emery.
tDorothy Sherman
To The Rising (Sun ............................ Torjussen Madeline Munro and Lea n ice Benner.
Valse Grazlosa............ ..........................Krentzlin

tEmma (Harding
Chromatlque Valse .................................. Godard
•Gertrude Heal
tRhythmlc Band—The Campbells are Coming
................................................ Scotch (Folk Tune
The Jolly Sailor Boys................... Harris
•■Pupil of Miss Stahl,
tPupil of Miss ILamb.

The members of Miss Stahl’s
rhythmic bands are Sylvia Gchen,
Helen Pletrosky. Jane Welch, Vemet
Morgan, Dorothea and1 Virginia Mer
riam. Ruth Marston, Harold and
Meredith
Dondis,
Edith
Dondis,
Muriel McPhee. Elzada North, (Rose
Moody. I^awrence Kenderdlne Ione
lx)ur«jlne, Dorothy Kenderdlne. Ruth
Pike. Dorothy Thomas. tRuth Thomas.
Rose
Bird.
Barbara Derry, Ida
Shapiro, 'Beryl Borger son, Gertrude

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
LOVE OF COUNTRY
From "The Lay of the Last RHnstrpT
Breathes there the man with soul so dead
Who never to himself hath said:
"This is my own native land”?
Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned
As home his footsteps he hath turned.
From wandering on ja foreign strand?
If such there breathe, go mark him well;
For him no minstrel raptures swell;
High though his titles, proud his name.
Boundless ills wealth as wish can claim.
Despite those titles, power and pelf,
The wretch concentred all in self.
Living, shall forfeit fair renown,
And. doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust from whence he sprung,
I’nwent, unhonored, and unsung.
Sir Waller Bcott,

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland, We.. July 1. 1H30.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that lie Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of June t!S, 1930, there was
printed a total of 6330 copies.

Before me.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July I, 1930
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The encouragement given to the
cement Industry of this country
through enactment of the new tariff
law receives manifestation In our
own locality, where a full-time
activity at the Thomaston plant
means increased employment—and
correspondingly enlarged payrolls.
With this hopeful outlook for the
future of the business, upon which
our people warmly congratulate its
owners, we hear again raised the
question, whether there does not lie
within the profitable carrying on of
the business, a possible solution to
the situation created in the neigh
borhood of the plant by the deposits
of dust produced in the process of
manufacture.
There is no ddubt
that the people living within these
adjacent regions find in the situa
tion a real ground of complaint.
Whether there is a cure for it, or
whether it is me of those situations
impossible to sejtarate from localities
where large manufacturing opera
tions are carried on, we do not
attempt to answer. We regard it as
one of those questions of public inter
est that naturally fall to be consid
ered by the officials representing the
community and the officials of the
corporation-. It could be done in the
present instance, we are confident,
with entire frankness and good feel
ing upon both sides, and the conclu
sion of suoh a conference should go
far toward establishing a feeling of
public satisfaction.

I
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COMMERCE t

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.
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Information Bureau
The Tourists’ Information Bureau |
Is open and ready to serve the needs |
of our summer guests, as well as
Rockland citizens. We have the
latest boat and train schedules, road
maps, hotel and camp Information, also
cottage listings. We will be pleased(to
have you call upon us for any infor
mation needed to make your vacation
trip more enjoyable.

New Member
At this time we wish to extend a
glad welcome to Dr. Freeman* F.
Brown, who was recently elected to
membership.

Patronize Local Wholesalers
Domestic Commerce says: "That
local wholesale establishments fre
quently are fully equipped to till the
requirements of retail buyers who
persist in traveling to distant cities to
place their orders, was pointed out by
the assistant secretary of the U. S.
Department of Commerce in a recent
radio talk. Dr. Klein suggested that
a more generous patronage of nearby
wholesale houses not only would con
tribute to the steady development of
local business, but would introduce
economies by cutting down costs.

Tariff Act
Copies of the Tariff Act of 1930 are
now available to members of the
Chamber upon application.

"The Daily Routine" For June
Office Interviews
200
Mail Inbound ..............
450
Mail outbound ...........
5.000
Telephone calls in ....
300
Telephone calls out ..
150
Literature distributed
5.000
Number of pieces mimeo
graphed .................. . ........ j....... 5.000
County directory used ...............
100

Call This Office!

When magazine agents, solicitors,
etc., approach you for subscriptions if
you are in any doubt about then), do
not fail to call 860 and we will be
pleased to cheek up on them fur you.
Now turns up in an ancient Span Many people Lave been cheated by
ish library a manuscript four hun fake solicitation. It is always well to
Investigate, and it is our pleasure to
dred years old. written by a friend serve you In this capacity.
of Columbus, in which It appears
Entrance Signs
thqt the great navigator was one
The entrance signs to Rockland are
time a bookseller and that the place being remodeled and will be up
of his birt’- was not Genoa but Milan. shortly.
Dockage For U. S. C. G. Kickapoo
The writer was a friend of Columbus.
Your association, being especially
The manuscript, now on its way to anxious that our cutter Kickapoo
New York, will be translated from should find suitable dockage here in
the Spanish and given to scholars Rockland, has been working on this
throughout tl e world. We should matter, and now reports that the
Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc., and
not be surprised at such discoveries Thurston Oil Co. have sent in their
of important records. Libraries of ‘bid’’ and are awaiting acceptance or
the ancient days were relatively rejection from the Government.
We wish through these columns to
numerous and writers existed then
thank our member. Livingston Manu
who had time in which to indulge facturing Company, for their co
the art of manuscripting. It is not operation. in offering to distribute
unthinkable that in the orient there 3.500 pieces of literature from our
yet remain to be uncovered records office this month. This is wonderful
publicity work for Rockland.
of the times of Jesus as important
in their way as those already exist
THE SURRY PLAYHOUSE
ent in the books of the New Testa
Doing In Eastern Maine What Lakement.

wood Does In Western

Along the roads one now perceives
the delicate illumination of the
eglantine. And there is meadow rue.
What lovely words.
Mostly the
name's of flowers are as beautiful as
the blossoms themselves. The tongue
loves to linger upon them, like a
caress. Eglantine—the very sound of
it is poetry that stire imaginatlbn
even as the beauty of the rose itself
delights »be eye. Your real poet
understands how to grace his lines
with the names that flowers bear.
If the next time you look into the
volume of Thomas Bailey Aldrich’s
poems you should consider some of
the lines that illustrate this thought,
you will perceive the thing we mean.
He, the rare artizan in use of words,
knew how to value these names of
nature’s choicest growing things.

Every-O’

The Surry Playhouse, the one-yearold little theatre situated on the Blue
Hill road overlooking Surry Bay, will
reopen for the season Tuesday, July
1. with George Kelley's comedy. ’’The
Torch Bearer," under the direction of
Leo Bulgakov, widely known director,
who has Joined the group as visiting
(Jirector for the first half of the sea
son. Beatrice Bulgakov, wife of the
director, will be the guest star for
the second week, playing the lead in
"Enter Madame."
Leighton Rollins, who organized,
built and operated the theatre, an
nounces that instead of presenting
three plays in rotation throughout the
week as was the custom last year, the
company will now play straight
stock, giving the same play each
night of the week, except Monday,
and two matinee performances. The
curtain will rise at 8.30 p. ni.. eastern
standard time, and at 2.30 p. m.
Thursdays and Saturdays.
Mr. Bulgakov, the guest director,
was a member of the original Moscow
The plumbers In recent national Art Theatre which took the country
convention were quite within their by storm several years ago. He will
moral rights in registering a vigorous direct "Outward Bound” and “The
•Young Idea' also while at Surry.
objection to the custom of making
Newcomers to the company include
their profession the subject of news Colin Hunter, who played Captain
paper jokes. There are witty things Hardy in the original “Journey's
to be said about plumbers, as there End.” company during its long run
at the Henry Miller Theatre in New
are about other branches of workers,
York City. He has also been leading
but what they object to Is the funny man for Mrs. Ix-slie Carter and played
writers, the dolumnists and other in "The Jaded God" and “Interfer
professional joke-makers signalling ence.’’
Audrey Ridgewell, fresh from the
them out in particular and piling
Players Club revival of ’Milestones"
their witticisms upon the plumber is also a member of the company. She
until they make Ossa like a wart. began her stage career al the age of
(No, you’re mistaken. That is some seven, playing Michael to Maude
Adams’ "Peter Pan."
She was a
thing Hamlet says. You took it for
member of the cast of "The Apple
another of those veiled innuendos Cart" last season.
Harry Greene,
against our friends of the honorable with Mrs. FIske in “Much Ado About
Nothing" last winter, has joined the
but o’er-mallgned trade).
players.
Shepard Strudwick. Ben
lo’.dless skies, the beautiful set- Hoagland. Sylvia Ware .Edith Elder
of the church grounds and the and George Cotton have been signed
lering of representative persons up for the second season.
A new development at Surry this
bined to make the Patronal Fes1 of St. Peter's Episcopal Church year Is in the form of a Junior Com
the dedication of the exquisite pany. an outgrowth of the Surry
al paintings by Esther Brock Workshop, the practical theatre
1 on Sunday one of the moet inter- school connected with the playhouse.
ng community events in a long The Junior Company will be given
5. The formal blessing of the small parts in the regular productions
itings took place at the morning and will present several plays of their
ice. In the afternoon tea was own on Monday evenings during the
red on the grounds when oppor- Surry season.
Leighton IRollins of Wellesley.
Ity was provided to view the pafnt5 as well as the Holy Rood group Mass.. Is the dlrcctor-in-chief; Ben
eh has recently been added to the I Hoagland is executive director, and
ncel. At the evensong service ’ Boyd Smith, who is business manager
r. E. O. IKenyon. rector, gave a of Professor Baker's Workshop at
tiled description of the paintings, Yale, is serving in that capacity at
sented In a very comprehensive Surry.
nner, particularly with regard to
legendary and symbolic meanings,
ST. GEORGE
the gathering were noted Rev.
eph Bessone of the Episcopal ADD ST GEoRGK ................................
The Clark Island baseball team
irch of Hallowell, who was aceomiled by Sister Margaret Mariay of plays in Camden at 5.30 (daylight)
House of Good Shepherd, Gardi- this afternoon, it being the first
, and by others from Augusta, game in the Knox County Twilight
Howell and Gardiner. Rev. and League.
j. Ralph Hayden of Camden were
sent, as well as many from the
A politician has described Musso
nden summer colony. Mrs. Henry lini as the greatest man in the world
Reuter of Boston, Rev. and Mrs. ! In fairness to the Duce, however, it
ikine Wright and other local should be pointed out that he thought
■gymen.
j of it first.—The Humorist (London). J

Your Choice For Dinner
FANCY EASTERN SALMON
lb 35c

A LARGE LOT OF FANCY FRESH CAUGHT FISH READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION AND CHOICE.
WHOLE FISH AT 32 CENTS A POUND. CUT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.

LEG OF GENUINE SPRING LAMB
YOUR CHOICE OF SIZE. THESE WILL BE NEATLY PREPARED FOR ROASTING.

LAMB FORES

lb 34c

lb 39c

LAMB CHOPS

lb 17c

FRESH KILLED NATIVE FOWL

NATIVE GREEN PEAS f“,LV

lb 38c

pR 89c

LARGE RIPE WATERMELONS
WHOLE

74c HALF 45c QUARTER
FOR YOUR PICNIC
PIG’S FEET

HALF PINT JAR,

25c

ONE PINT JAR,

35c

ONE QUART JAR,

50c

MAYONNAISE

BOILED
HAM
Whole; lb.,
Sliced; lb.,

IN ALMOST ANY SIZE JAR
AT VERY ATTRACTIVE RPICES

45c
59c

All Cooked
Ready To Serve

FINEST QUALITY

35c

PIMENTO CHEESE, Pound,

COMMON CHEESE, pound,

Neatly Sliced, All Ready For Your Sandwiches

Cut To Suit Your Needs
Finest Quality and Wonderful Flavor

OLIVES

PICKLES

STUFFED, quart jar,
PLAIN, quart jar,

90c
39c

MANY OTHER SIZE BOTTLES

BEVERAGES

SWEET MIXED, quart jar,
PLAIN SOUR, quart jar,
PLAIN SWEET, quart jar,
DILL PICKLES, quart jar,

27c

MANY OTHER KINDS

FULL CASES
MOXIE, contents,
CLICQUOT, Golden or Pale Dry,
C. & C., Family Size, case,

$1.99
3.39
3.19

LEAVE YOUR ORDER FOR CLAMS
MANY KINDS OF COOKED MEATS

39c
35c
45c
35c

ASSORTED COOKIES, package,
3fc
UNEEDA BISCUIT, 6 packages,
25c
CRISPY CRACKERS, 1 lb. package, 22c
GRAHAM CRACKERS, 2 lb. package, 35c
PEANUT BUTTER, 1 pound jar,
19c
GRAPE JUICE, pints,
25c
SARDINES, 2 cans,
25c
THURSDAY SPECIAL
SANDWICH BREAD, Loaf,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SANDWICH SPREAD
CREAM CHEESE, pound,
PHILADELPHIA CREAMS, 2 for
RELISH, pound,
PIMENTO CREAM, pound,

49c
25c
49c
49c

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

__________ ALSO PICKLES IN BULK

C. & C. GINGER ALE, quarts,
25c
GOLDEN, Family Size; 2 bottles,
29c
PALE DRY, Family Size, 2 bottles,
29c
CLICQUOT SEC,
3 bottles, 50c

AT VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICES

10c

ORANGES
BANANAS
GRAPEFRUIT
CANTALOUPES
HONEYDEW MELONS
PLUMS
CHERRIES
ASPARAGUS
GREEN AND WAX BEANS
CARROTS AND BEETS
BEET GREENS
SPINACH
CELERY
NEW CABBAGE
NATIVE LETTUCE
CUKES
PEACHES
STRAWBERRIES
NEW POTATOES CAULIFLOWER

DEVILED HAM, can
FRANKFORTS, pound,

10c, 22c, 49c
25c

CIGARETTES, carton

LOBSTERS===ALIVE AND BOILED

RRY’S MARKET

$1.17
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 4—Independence Dtiy.
July 5-19—Encampment of Toast Artillery
at Fort Williams.
July 7—Summer School opens at University
of '.Maine.
July 7—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
July 8-22—Daily Vacation Bible School at
First Baptist Church.
July 9—Annual fair of Ladles’ Aid of Lit
tlefield Memorial Church.
July 30—Annual fair of Ladles’ Aid M. E.
Church, Itockport.
Aug. 5 -Knox County 0. E. S. Field Day at
Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 5—Special session of Legislature con
venes.

IMONTON’

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

4th of JULY

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week in North
Atlantic* States: Mostly fair weather
except for a period of showers about
Friday. Moderate temperatures the
first part of week, warmer the middle !
of week, and cooler toward end of I
week.

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

SPECIALS

Blueberries are ripening in Knox |
County pastures and the annual crop
of blue mouths will soon be In evi
dence.

/

“With Byrd at the South Pole" is a
full length feature picture to be pre
sented at the Strand next week. It is
an actual photographic record of
Byrd's marvelous accomplishment for
which the world is now honoring him.

CFull fashioned Cnxury

We list a few of our Specials. - Materials and
Styles like these are sure to win

,

Many different styles from which to choose—

4

- ■-

-

-

-

----------"

Belfast's tax rate has jumped 12
mills, due to the fact that the city has
lost half a million dollars in valua
tion the past year.

-

In action or in rcpo6c,

Humming Bird Silk Hose
maintain their perfect fit.
The pure Japanese silk of
which they are fashioned
gives them a resiliency that
adjusts itself to every legcontour with snug loveliness.

Fashionable women wear
Humming Bird Hose and en
joy the difference. A wide
selection awaits you here at
Humming Bird Hosiery
Headquarters.

$1.35

sleeveless and short sleeves

Percale Dresses ............................................... $1.98
Broadcloth Dresses ........................................

2.95

Rayon Crepe Dresses ...................................

2.95

Pussy Willow Flat Crepe Dresses $5 value

3.98

Shambow Dresses ..........................................

2.95

Per pair

F. I. SIMONTON CO.

Thursday, July 3rd and Saturday, July 5th

Sale of Rayon Underwear
Big Purchase by Senter Stores of Two Lots of Rayon Underwear Enables
Us to Offer You These at About 25% to 50% Off
Thursday and Saturday—First and Second Floors

Rayon Maid Underwear

Isaac Eerliawsky. real estate deal
er, has sold the William Hamilton
place, 59 Warren street, to William A.
Robbins.

George T. Stewart and Frank M.
Tibbetts have resumed their duties
as postofllce clerks, after their sum
mer vacation.

the "contour" Hose

Fourth of July Sale

“Silk's Only. Rival"
Guaranteed not to run—all colors and sizes

Regularly

.98

.69

Bloomers,

1.50

.98

Extra Size Bloomers,

1.98

.98

Chemise,

1.98

.98

French Panties,

1.50

.98

Slips,

1.98

.98

Gowns, etc.,

2.98

1.98

Vests,

Our regular stock goes in at thia price. Come early Thursday.
Tlie industrial accident commission
has granted compensation award of
iix a week from Aug. 10 to 13, 1929,
to IRaymond Robishaw, of Iaing Cove.
Robishaw was injured while em
ployed as laborer by the Booth
Brothers and Hurricane isle Granite
Company.

Principal Joseph E. Biaisdell reap
peared in town this morning wearing
a beautiful coat of tan that had been
acquired on his farm in Sidney. He
is arranging to move next Monday
into the Hatch house near the corner
of Broadway and Limcrock street,
after which he returns to Sidney for
the balance of the vacation.

The Second Lot Consists of
Vests, Bloomers and Panties, regular sizes to 44.

Pink, Peach, Nile, etc.
regular &1.00 goods

All firsts with label

59c

Vai Doree Hosiery

j1
'

Smart,Youthful
TRADE*MARX

You’ll know immediately that
the new Deauville Sandals are
imported. They have the style
authority of Paris, the fine
hand-weaving of master crafts^
men. .And they're so luxu
riously cool and soft in lovely
oxford and strap models. In-v
sist on seeing this and other1
stunning styles at our shop—
with the Deauville Sandal
trade mark on the soles.

The big Fourth of July noise in
Rockland Lodge, F.A.M.. has work Knox County will he made at Knox
on the Entered Apprentice and Fel- Trotting Park where a full can! of
lowcraft degrees at 7.30 tonight.
turf events will be presented, with C.
Earle Ludwick as starter; ami where
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8
Mrs. Marguerite MnRae Duncan, there will be vaudeville attractions
Baseball at Community Park to- office assistant of {Dr. Linwood T. and a track meet, the latter being
night—Rockland * vs.
Thomaston. Rogers, is at Knox Hospital for medi under the direction of W. B. D. Gray
ef Thomaston. The events will hi- *
cal treatment.
Game starts at 5.30. daylight.
elude 100, 200 and 440 yard dashes. '
The W.C.T.U. picnic will be held at and one and two mile runs, witn three j
Rotary luncheon this week is to be
held at noon Thursday to get it cut Benner Hill chapel Wednesday, rain prizes in each class. The horse rac
or shine. Those going on the ear take ing will be in three classes—2.17, 2.20 jr
of the way of the national holiday.
and 2.25.
the 10.10 a. m. car. A picnic dinner.
President Ralph E. Nutt will have
Master Buddy Wahle graduated
charge of tomorrow’s meeting of the
The waiting room at Oakland Park
Lions Club and the speaker will be was given a scorching Sunday when from the Grammar school in Flush
«ome picnicer left behind a lighted ing last Tuesday. Just past his 13th
Judge E. K. Gould.
cigarette. No serious damage re birthday, "Buddy'' graduated with
honors and he received the “Gold
The races at Knox Trotting Park sulted.
Scholarship Medal." A gold and
Fourth of July afternoon will start at
silver one is given each year. He
2 o’clock, daylight. C. Earle Ludwick
The High School Athletic Associa
had the lead in the class play and led
will act as starter.
tion faces another school year with
a clown dance of 20 hoys, all in cos
$200 in the till, and the school also
For a good time take in the dance has a fund of $150 derived from the tume. His triumphs are naturally
very gratifying to his parents, Mr.
Wednesday night at Simonton’s Cor fair.
and Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle of New
ner. Stick Smith and his orchestra
York, and doubly so to his Rockland
with Rert Libby tickling the banjo
There was a business session at the grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. George
furnishes the music.
Forty Club yesterday with financial E. McLaughlin.
matters and a visit to the Gardiner
If you have summer visitors The Forty Club receiving consideration.
Rumors that Joseph E. Biaisdell
Courier-Gazette will he very glad to
500 yards
It was voted to suspend publication had been asked to resign the princlinclude their names in its social
of the bulletin which has been brought palship of Rockland High School as
columns'. Please remember that they
out weekly the past year and a half.
the result of not permitting Freeland
’ike to have Rockland friends know
Staples to graduate have be«n set
they are heve.
Regularly 29c to 39c
The Pine Tree Show’s are operating at rest by the school committee,
If you have summer visitors The in this city this week with their big which learns that Staples had been
Courier-Gazette will be very glad to plant located at the old circus informed several times during the
include their names in its social grounds. This carnival has more year that he was down on his studies
columns. Please remember that they equipment, rides, etc. than many full and would not be permitted to gradu- •
COxSO single
like to have Rockland friends know Hedged circuses. It is the prime fav ate. He was similarly informed on
orite of the carnival-loving public and the morning of graduation, but de- ,
they are here.
has built its excellent reputation on spite this appeared at the hall In cap
Indian Head Patterns
Thursday evening at 7.30 standard, several visits to this locality during and gown. The family was after
ward refunded the amount paid for
Penobscot View Grange will hold its the past decade.
the rental of cap and gown.
regular meeting. The program will
Pursuit of a motor car driven by
consist of short dialogue and a dis
Four new charts showing the en
cussion of the question. “How do you Basil Mills of Rockland Saturday
think we should celebrate the Fourth night, ended on a St. George hillside tire American radio-beacon system
where Sheriff Harding’s men seized have just been published by ' the
of July?”
from it a gallon of alcohol and 15 Lighthouse Service for distribution
The necessity for a reel of hose at empty half pint hotties. Judge Mil to navigators. The charts are in
married
the Public Landing to water boats at ler fined Mills $300 and sentence^ tended to he posted in pilot houses of (TXMXCHAM-IhlMHtlA — At
Xoblehoro.
Julie 11. H Kev. J, K. Carter. Maurice < tinthe slip reached the ears of Fred T. him to three months in jail for illegal vessels equipped with radio com
nlnicham of Xoltliboro aiul Bliss Alice K.
Veazie of Venzie Hardware Co. and transportation, and the car was passes by means of which the radio
ltcKnsia uf BV ill,Inborn.
with characteristic public spirit he libelled. Mills appealed and bail was beacon signals are picked up. Bea PcHOHIA-WIXSI.OW
At Xoblebnro, June 11.
cons which are being established at
donated the necessary hose and reel fixed in the sum of $750
by Itcv. L. K. Carter. Harry Pcltosla of
the
more
important
lighthouses
and
Waldoboro
and
Bliss
Blanche E. Winslow nf
forthwith.
When James E. Rhodes and family lightships are fast becoming of great
■Nobleboro.
At
New
York,
A jolly crowd left Rockland for arrived at Liverpool last week to take assistance to shipping by furnishing MACDONALD-ROBERTS
June 2'., IDonald Hcaiitlebury Macdonald
Rocky Pond the other day to enjoy the steamer homeward from their re,- the navigator with the exact position
and Dorothy Brockway, daughter of |Mr.
and'Mrs. llarohl Hotter!* of |Ncw York.
a swim, but it came near being a sad cent European trip, he found await by compass hearing. The new charts
Sunday as one of the girls. Dorothy ing him a letter suggesting that ton inform the navigator when each sta MASON-HANLEY -At Rockland, June 30, by
Kev. J. A. Flynn, John Carlton ,Mason of
Darling, went out too far, slipped on the ocean journey he take time to tion is operating, its wave-length and
South. Easton. Mass., and Margaret Leon
a rock, and was going down for the write some account of h^ travels for its distinguishing signal.
ard. (laughter of <Mr. and Mrs. John Hanley
readers
of
The
Courier-Gazette.
of
Thomaston.
last time when Harold Cressey saved
Sunday night the paper received a
"They drop off fast—these men
her from drowning.
DIED
radio message Jfrom mid-ocean by who .wrote for youth a generation
—At Friendship, June 29, Cyrus H.
Fire damaged the Eastern end of Jimmy. It read. “Letters will come ago,” says the editor of the Portland SIMMONS
Simmons, aged 184 years. Funeral Thursday
the street railway waiting station at —Rhodes.” Laconic hut conclusive. Evening News, and he proceeds to
at Hl o’clock standard from late residence
in Lowry.
Oakland Park Sunday. Among those Our readers will later hear more about specify’the creators of Nick Carter.
it.
McINTOiSMAt Rockland, June 30, Amelia D.,
King
Brady.
Diamond
Dick,
Frank
who fought the blaze was Col. F. S.
widow of Edward ('. McIntosh. Funeral
Merriwell and Lion Ben—all long
Philbrick, the 86-year-old commander
Wednesday at 1 o’clock at 1C Prospect
The Carrier Boys Band of the Port dead. The creator of the Frank Merriof the Maine Grand Army. The fire
street.
is attributed to that species so well land Maine Publishing Company, now well stories was not dead when The JONES— At Rockland. June 26, Harriet,
on
a
tour
of
the
State,
visited
Rock

widow of James L. Jones, aged '85 years, 6
Courier-Gazette
reporter
talked
with
known and so numerous—the careless
months, 1 day.
land yesterday, and after a brief him a few days ago; in fact he was
cigarette smoker.
street parade gave a concert in Post- very much alive, and while bidding RICHARDS- At Rockport, June 30. Mary J.,
wife of Alinon W. Richards, aged 77 years,
The sale of household effects in office square. The organization has farewell to the Frank Merriwell
11 months, 8 days. Funeral Wednesday at
33
members
and
the
bond
makes
a
2 o’clock.
series,
he
Is
planning
new
and
am

Thomaston recalls the late Rev. M.
S. Howes, for 40 years a preacher. splendid impression w herever it goes. bitious literary efforts. The editor
CARD OF THANKS
17 years of which were devoted to It also played in front of the Georges of the Portland Evening News should
I wish to express my gratitude and sincere
pastoral and evangelistic work in River Mill in Warren and on the State come down and hear Gilbert Patten feeling to all who ,so kindly and lovingly
Maine, a part of it in Knox County. Prison premises in Thomaston. root for the Camden baseball team helped during my recent bereavement; also
for the beautiful flowers given by neighbors,
It is Mrs. Howes who is thus dispos Ralph B. Loring, district circulation if it thinks he’s dead.
friends and relatives.
ing of the goods. detaJis of which are manager for the Press Herald, chap
Miss Hattie J Hilt
eroned
the
hand
during
its
Knox
Thomaston
•
noted in the classified column.
Dance at Owl’s Head Town hall
County stay, with Earle C. Dow, cor Wednesday night.—adv.
78-11
Roy Andrews is organizing an ex
We have just received a lot of new respondent as chief of staff. During
c ats suitable for spring or early fall the three days’ tour the hand will
A magistrate remarked Inst week pedition to Mongolia, where he hopes
wear. The same will be placed on visit 21 cities and towns all of which that marriage means the end of a to discover the birthplace of man. A
sale this week for ’$7.50, $9.50 and are bound to share Rockland’s ad man’s troubles. He didn’t say which petrified apple core would prove the
case.—Clermont (Fla.) Press.
miration df it.
$15.00. E. U. Hastings & Co.—adv.
end.—The Humorist.

Ladies’ All Wool, All Colors
Ladies’ Modernistic Designs, All Wool
Ladies’ Two Piece
$3.98 and
Children’s All Wool, Complete Line
89c to
Bathing Sho^s
49c, 69c, 98c

McLain Shoe Store
WALKOVER SIGN
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SADDLE HORSES

We have on hand several head
)f sound, stylish and well broken
saddle horses. These horses are
not discarded riding school hacks
aut young horses, stylish and reiable. Morgan and thoroughbred
>lood lines. We guarantee our
norscs as represented. Costs noth
ing to look them over. Also breed
ers of registered PercheroYis and
Guernsey cattle. Come and look
these saddle horses over. They
will please you.
RAY BUSHNELL
Phone 19-15
Corinna. Me.

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
ROCKLAND

receipt of price
LSent Post Paid75oncents

62tf

Bathing Balls
25c, 75c, 98c

Felt Hats
Another lot of 200 Felt Hats, White and Pastels, Misses’ and Matrons’
Regularly fl.98

Regularly >1.98

$1.00
Double Thread Rayon Tams,

, $1.00

Angora and Plush,

49c

Oil Cloth

All
AU colors.
ci

Fine Count

iRegularly $5.00

Pillow Cases

Rayon Spreads

Size 42x30

Size $0x105

12’/*c ea.

$2.98

New low price

Unlbleached 30 in.

Crinkle Spreads

Cotton

70x108, all colors

Good quality

$1.39

8c yd.

$1.98

These shoes can be
resoled

E lathing Caps
15c to 49c

$2.69
$2.98
$4.98
$2.50

BARGAIN BASEMENT SALE

Blankets

73
i PARK ST.

t

Bathing Suits

15c yd.

$4.59 to $8.00

$1.00

( Full Fashioned of pure heavy silk, 42 gauge, 7 strand, service
, , ,
, ,.
< weight. Narrow curved f i civh heel. All firsts with kilbel, guar) , , ,
. ...
t -nnteed satisfactory.

,
It s a great bargain
,, ,,,. ,
...
at $1.00 because it's

The baseball season opens at Com
munity Park this afternoon (5.30
daylight time) when the llower of
Rockland’s players will face that
strong Thomaston team. The admis
sion charge is only a nominal one, and
baseball fans who like baseball for
sport's sake will surely get their
money's worth. Community Park will
also serve as the home grounds for
the Clark Island and St. George
teams.

TALK OF THE TOWN

i-f

Sale

S SENTER CRANE COMPANY

—

MICK1E SAYS—

A man oyer in Denmark says that
what Adam ate was a pine cone, not
an apple. Perhaps so; we have seen
people eat artichokes.—Buffalo Cou
rier-Express.

VOU GABT SAY POSITIVELY K

The Mayor of Providers Rhode
Island, lias made the first formal
protest against the official population
statistics of his city. He just can’t
b< lieve his census.—Wichita Beacon.

A1 Ihe Si?

THAT YOUR. BUS/WESS IS WOT A

Si North Nations

MOWEV MAKER, UWTILYOU
WAVE TRIED OUT THE EFFECT
OF A NEWSPAPER. AD IU
THE HOME PAPER REGULAR!
MAUY A BIZ.WESS HAS GOT
TO ttS FEET, AMD HENCEFORTH
SUPPORTED THE BOSS IN
lukury*and style after
IkABIBIIJG THE MAGIC EUXER.

of ■

HELPFUL
CO-OPERATION
Throughout its career of banking activity, this

Bank has co-operated in the development of the
x
business of its depositors and clients. You are

v

invited to make use of this helpful service.

1854

1930

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

_

Bank
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WHERE LIPS SPOKE

ROCKLAND DIVISION

York Convention
The first picnic of the Speech Readrs Club was held at Oakland Park
■ ’-rsdav. and surpassed all expecta'' ' -rn was nearly 100 per cent
nee of members, together with
everal children and Invited guests,
imong the latter being Mrs. Richard
A. Booth of South Portland, an asso
ciate member of the club.
The feature of the afternoon was
the report of the conference of the
American Federation of Organiza
tions for the Hard of Hearing held in
New York July 16-19 and attended by
Mrs. Freeman Brown, president of
the club, as delegate. Mrs. Brown
attended all of the meetings, and derived valuable information, as well as
nspirational messages for carrying
n the work of the local organization.
Miss Anetta Peck, who was guest
of the local club in March, was execu
tive chairman and much praise was
given to her and her co-workers for
the -success of the conference. The
New York League itself is a model
•Tganization. with its staff of social
workers, clinics under the direction
of Dr. Edmund P. Fowler for the hard
of hearing, an employment bureau,
hearing device exhibitions, etc.
An outstanding feature was the ad
dress of Dr. Wendell C. Phillip*,
founder of the Federation, a man 70
years old. loved by everyone. Points
mentioned in his address. “The New
World of the Hard of Hearing,’’ were
that the
Federation has high
ethical standing because of the en
dorsements of American Medical
Association and Otological societies.;
that the problem of the people who
have acquired deafness is different
than that of those deaf from birth,
estimated about 50,000.
Among other prominent speakers
was Thomas Dar’‘ngton, M D., Health
Commissioner Emeritus, J)epartment
of Health, New York. There were
papers and discussions by teachers
and social workers from various parts
of the country, the meetings being
classified as scientific, educational,
social work sessions, etc.

Many Triumphs Here and

Abroad

1

2

5

4

1
IO

5

b

7

8

Make Reservations Now For
Holiday and Weeend Sailings

Dally Service
• (Including Sunday)

II

To the ever growing list of musi
w
cians who are finding this section of
lb
IX 13
14
15
Maine an ideal spot for the summer
w
season is added another name—that
22
21
ta
19 i 20
of Miss Hertha Harmon of New York,
cfloamar
2b
24
who. having come to Rockland as
22>
25
guest of Mrs. Ella Grimes, has be
W
1 io
1
n
28 i 29
come so enraptured with the climate,
Freight and Passenger Service
the scenery and the people that she
Soil on the "CAMDEN” or "BEIL31
32
33
FAST” any night including Sunday,
is prolonging her stay through the
w
nt 8 P. M.. Standard Time for Boston.
month of July at least.
34
35
Connections at Boston with direct
Miss Harmon is a dramatic soprano
steamer to New York.
Steamer
of note, with a background of ad
i7
38
39
"J. T. MORSE" leaves Rockland 5.15
3b
vantageous training and valuable ex
A. M. Standard Time Dally Including
W
perience, both in this country and in
Sunday for Bar Harhor and1 inter
43
41
i|0
41
Europe. Born in New York, of Ger
mediate landings. Steamer "SOUTHW
man descent, her talent in voice dis
PORT" leaves Rockland 6II A. 1C.
47
i 4b
48
49
45
played itself at an early age. Among
Standard Time Dally Including Sun
her earliest teachers was Sibella of
day for Brooklin and Intermediate
-w 51
52
53
5°
New York, now deceased. She also
landings.
coached with Stewart Willey who
w
Special low rates for automobiles ac
STORES
i
toured with Schumann-Heink for
5B
57
5b
55
54
companied by passengers.
several years, and with Sanford
For reservations apply Wharf Office
Schlussel, a very talented musician
bo
bl
59
attached to the National Music League |
as accompanist. Among her most
63
bl
recent teachers was Florence De-Win ter of New York whom Miss Harmon
considers quite above the ordinary |
VERTICAL (Cont.)
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
instructor. She is a pupil of Jean
17-lmpresscd with fear
46-Tendency
1-Long-legged shore
DeReske and has been with the Met
48-Greedy
bird
I 19-Part of the head
ropolitan. and is equipped to give ex
20-Youth
5-Savory
cellent training in voice culture in
(Pl-)
51-An island of Malay 21- Nothing but
9-A resting place
its various aspects.
Archipelago
•4 • * •
11- Auction
22- Word cr phrase
53- Highest note of
12- Exist
One of the most significant periods
24-Thc Netherlands
Guido's
scale
14-Grotto
(poet.)
of Miss Harmon’s life was spent in
"Keeps the Foot Well’’
26-British island group,
54- lnto
16- Wise
Germany where she had the honor of
N. Atlantic
55Young
horse
17Article
for Men and Women
coaching with Lilli Lehmann at the
28-Stains
56- Greek letter I
18- A river of Scot
Salzburg Mozarteum the music and
58- And (Latin)
30-A University city of
land
operas of Mozart. Beethoven, Wagner
PLAIN or
Prussia
2O-Capital of Washing 59- A district of Brazil
and other masters. The roles of
60- A wine
I 32-Boy’s name (short)
ton State
STUFFED
Leonora in “Fidelio” and the Brunn62- Fat
22- A number
Per
i 33-Possesses
hildes received particular attention
63- Wealth
23- A settlement in
36- To tie
with Mme. Lehmann. During her
Carton
Greenland
37- Extent of surface
4% years in Germany Miss Harmon
VERTICAL
25- To fear
39- To donate
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
sang with the Volksoper in Berlin,
26- A beverage
40- A vegetable
winning acclaim as Carmen. BerthI
1- A garden tool
27- God of love
41A
host
DORMAN’S
alda in Weber’s “Undine” and others.
2- Exists
(Gr. Myth.)
42- Prefix—"against"
She also appeared in Breslau and
3- A support
ROCKLAND
440 MAIN ST.
29- An eagle
44- Short earthenware
Amgsburg, Bavaria.
Outstanding
4- An edible root of
IO-tf
30- Rabble
pipe
success was won in Gottingen where
the tropics
31- A slit
Other features were entertain she was engaged for many German
45Great
happiness
5A
Scandinavian
33- lnjury
ments. boat rides around Manhattan opera roles after appearing as a
46- A food fish
myth
34- A fierce mammal
Island, trips to Coney Island, the guest artist, an honor won on merit
47- To fall
6- A drink
35- Placid
Statue of Liberty, West Point and alone. Here the role of Leonora in
Washington College of
7-One of the churches 49-A tropical fruit
36- Soothing applica
other points of interest, together with “Fidelio” won especial acclaim. Also
(abbr.)
tion
(Pl.)
Music
shopping and sightseeing trips, re during her stay in Germany she had
8-A giver
38-To hit hard
51- Kind
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ceptions, teas, at homes, lip reading | the opportunity to coach with the I
40- Receptacles for
1O-Narrated
52- A speck
tournament, a banquet, etc. The lip conductors of the Staats Opera in |
coal
' 11-Uttered
Summer Session,
55-Town in S. W.
reading tournament was won by Miss Berlin and with Qienzebach, the
41A
southern
con

13-Apportion
BELFAST, MAINE
France
Bottles
Evelyn Parry of the New Y'ork teacher of Kipnis of the Chicago
stellation
15- Ancient city in
57-Exist
July 7-Aug. 15, 1930
Bottle
League. There were 25 entrants, the Opera Co., and with Otto Schwartz.
43-To manage a publi
Phenleia
59-A river of N. Italy
Portland club being rt -resented by
Educational and Artistic
cation
Miss Harmon was with the Boston
16- Pair of matched
61-Symbol for tanta
Mrs. Austin B. Durgin. who is not Opera Co. for two seasons and also
45-To crook
lum
horses
Courses
only an accomplished lip reader but a appeared with the Philadelphia Opera
Copyright, The Intemationa/ Sxndicate
writer of verse. At the banquet at Co. She toured the South and sang
Leading to certificates and di
which several interesting speakers in Mexico with the Rabinoff Opera
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
plomas in Public School Musio
were heard, various gifts were be Co. Last winter she appeared as should have been included in the list
ABLE FACULTY OF FOUR
stowed, among them being a me soloist with Mrs. Edwin Franke of Kennebec Journal correspondents
SPECIAL FEATURE
morial tablet to Edward Nitchie who Goldman in her series of Wagnerian at the newspaper outing last week.
Vocal Instruction by
founded the New York League in lectures on the Ring. She also has a Hartland was also one of the towns
Dr. Edwin N. C. Barnes
1910. to be placed in the Federation Town hall recital to her credit as well Represented.
Vs Tins
headquarters nt Washington. Mr. as many other private and public I
Dean of Summer School
• ♦ • •
8'Onnce Jar
for
Nitchie was one of the pioneers in recitals and concerts in New York
Courses accredited by Mains State
Alumni Banquet
the work. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Stein and various other points in the coun- j
Board of Education
The Rebekah hall was handsomely
C
gave to the New Y'ork League $20,000 try.
Address all inquirits to
decorated
the
evening
of
June
24.
the
in stocks which will yield an income
<
• . • .
DEAN OF SUMMER SCHOOL
occasion being the annual alumni ban
of $1400 every year. For five years
2017 S Strsst, N. W.
Although proficient in singing in quet. Against the wall paper roses
the income is to be spent for hearing
Washington, D. C.
four languages, German, French, and evergreen on a lattice formed
devices for persons who cannot
Italian, and English, she is particu a very pretty background. The
74-81
afford them; after that period, there
larly fluent in German, her diction in lamps were shaded by large crepe
are no restrictions.
this language being well nigh per paper rose» casting a roseate hue
For
All meetings were held in the ball
fection. Her opera repertoire is an over all. Occasional baskets contain
room of the Roosevelt Hotel, with
extensive one. embracing roles In ing wiegelia were placed about the
about 500 delegates in attendance.
The ballroom was wired for 400 with Tosca. Cavalleria Rusticana, Carmen. room, carrying out the color scheme.
The tables presented an unusuallf I
audiphone equipment by the West- Lohengrin. Tannhauser, Aida, Masked
rn Electric Company, the largest Ball, Flying Dutchman, Die Walkure. attractive appearance with potted
YIELDED TO SARGON
piece of work of its kind ever at Siegfried, Don Juan. Marriage of ferns arranged by Mrs. Frank Rbwe.
Figaro,
Magic
Flute,
and
others.
Beside
each
plate
was
a
birch
bark
tempted by them. For the smaller
sessions audiphones were also pro Her German lieder has won acclaim basket containing nuts, and dainty Joseph D. Guerette Relieved
vided for 50 to 100. Those who could from the critics,, embracing the songs place cards also of birch bark hand
of Stomach Trouble of 1 5
Embody sacred msmorlss. They
not hear with audiphones read the of Schubert. Schumann, Strauss, painted. Supper was served at 6.30
Brahms
and
Hugo
Wolf.
She
imbues
lips of an Interpreter, who repeated
the menu including grapefruit cock
Years
Duration
ars tha svidanca of laving
the speaker's words as uttered. all her work, whether opera or lieder, tail. sliced cold ham. mashed potato.
thoughtfulness.
atmosphere
and
interest. Spanish salad, dark and white bread,
Speaking without voice, she does not with
“I had stomach trouble for 15
Through
her
splendid
training
and
disturb any listeners who might hear.
ice cream, sponge cake and coffee. years. Practically everything 1 ate
Skilled in tha eraft ef memorial
SPLENDID
Mrs. James F. Norris National experience, she is richly equipped to After the alumni were seated by disagreed with me, I was terribly
making, wa are ready te serve
teach,
and
is
already
establishing
a
chairman of the Federation Commit
classes as nearly as possible grace constipated., had splitting headaches
Horticul
yeur every need.
tee on the Hard of Hearing Child and class here in Rockland.
was said by Rev. H. M. Purrington.
Can
tural
Miss Harmon is delightful to meet
a member of the White House Con
Willis Vinal was presiding officer
ference was elected vice president —friendly, straightforward. brim and toastmaster, and one of the
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
ming
with
animation
and
feeling.
Its Easy to Prepare a Meal with
of Zone 1, which comprises the New
stories he told was about a minister
England States, New York, New During the short time she has been traveling in Ireland, who stopped at
here she has surrounded herself with a house to ask for a drink. The wom
Inc.
Jersey and the Canadian Provinces.
Personal contacts particularly en many friends, who entertain the de an of the house came out and passed
EAST UNION, ME.
joyed by Mrs. Brown was meeting Dr. sire to hear this talented artist in re him a bowl of milk. While the man
cital.
S«Ttf
Phillips; Betty Wright the Federa
was drinking some pigs ran up and
tion secretary, and her assistant, Miss
kept crowding about his feet. “Wliy
WARREN
Sargent; Miss Martha Bruhn who
are they doing that, my good wom
wrote The Muller Walle Method of
an?” he asked, in perplexity. “BeLip Reading, the book used in the
Floyd Castner. Parker Starrett and gora, ain’t it their bowl you are drink
local club; Miss Marion Durfree from Eugene Mitchell have employment on ing out of," replied the woman. Mrs.
whom Mrs. Brown took her course of the State highway at Hancock.
Ralph Wentworth of Rockland and
e Seminary and .
lessons 11 years ago in Providence,
John Davis and John Sidensparker Chester Wyllie sang “School Days”
and Mrs. William W. Peabody who are putting up a large henhouse for dressed as boy and girl.
JuniorCollege
was taking lessons at the same time Leslie Studley.
Following the supper came the
FOR YOUNG WOM8N
and whom she had not seen since.
Wilder Moore and crew are paint business meeting and officers were
Tbmovow Tizinwo fw
college and for life General
ing Henry Batchelder’s house.
elected, the nominating committee
Mrs. Amy Fuller spent a few days being George Walker. Millard Hart.
NOBLEBORO
KTX.'SSSiS
A double wedding occurred in thio last week with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mrs. Chester Wyllie. Mrs. H. M. Rob
Fuller
at
their
camp
near
Hundred
inson.
W.
H.
Robinson:
’
Frank
ID.
place June 17, when Rev. L. L. Carter
les, Rome economics, sten
Rowe, president; Willis R. Vinal, vice
united in marriage Maurice Cun Acre Island. Crawford I^ake.
ographic courses. Small
There
were
90
in
attendance
at
the
president;
Mrs.
Roy
Smith,
secre

classes.
Prolectiro home
ningham of Nobleboro and Miss Alice
VINALHAVEN 1 ROCKLAND
mpenMon. Gymnasium and
E. DeRpsia of Waldoboro; and Harry Baptist Sunday School picnic Thurs tary; Miss Edna F. Boggs, treasurer;
outdoor sports. 100th year
STEAMBOAT CO.
Rate $1000. CoMog.
DeRosia of Waldoboro and Miss day at Friendship. A fine time is re Miss Jennie Starrett was candidate;
SIMMER ARRANGEMENT
Agnis M. Samaa, Frte,
for re-election as secretary but un
Blanche E. Winslow of Nobleboro. ported.
Eastern Standard Time
B.sT
Partliad, Maias
able
to
accept
as
she
plans
to
be
Mrs.
Sarah
Starrett
left
Thursday
Vinalhavsn Lina
Congratulations.
For
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney away next year; Mrs. Everett Cun
JOSEPH D. Gl'ERETTE
Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
Davis at Port Clyde.
ningham. Mrs. P. D. Starrett. Miss
riving at Rockland at 9.30 A. M. Returning,
TODAY
CAMP OR COTTAGE
leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M-, due to arrive at
A group of friends surprised Ever Marjorie Spear. Edward Gammon.
[For The Courer-Gazette]
Viualliaven about 3.45 P. M.
ett Cunningham Thursday evening Clarence Madden, Jr., executive com almost daily and laxatives had so
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
Strength for today is all that we ask
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Of our Heavenly Father above;
by dropping in to help him celebrate mittee. All were unanimously elect little effect that I didn’t get any
We are offering some remark
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.00 A. M.,
May our pathway each day,
his birthday. Those present were Mr. ed. The Rebekahs were given a results worth speaking of'and had
Stonington 6.5.5. North Haven 7.56, due to ar
As
we
travel
the
way.
able bargains in just what you
and Mrs. W. Flint of Waldoboro, Mr. rousing hand in appreciation of the to resort to enemas. Sargon seemed
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. 'M. Returning.
Be encircled with 'His dear love.
IcavA Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
and Mrs. Edwin {Nash. Mr and Mrs delicious supper served. Frank Rowe to settle my stomach from the very
need to furnish camp or cottage
Wa want all your LIVE POUL
Stonington at 4.no, due to arrive at Swan's
Strength for today Is only required
Wiliam Russell. Mr and Mrs. Frank was given three cheers “loud enough first and I haven't had an attack of
or to fit up that room at home at
Island about 5.00 IP. M.
TRY.
Highest Prices paid. Call
For "tomorrow’’ has never been known ;
indigestion
since
I
started
the
treat

I*
Davis
and
the
host
and
hostess.
to reach him in Chicago.” as the pre
72-tf
B. H. STINSON, General Agent
Let's remember, 1 pray,
low cost.
or
write
Charles Shane, cam «f
ment.
I
am
stronger,
find
myself
Ice
cream
and
cake
were
served.
siding officer. Willis R. Vinal ordered.
It will be a today
With joy and with sorrow sown.
A complete line of Household
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
The circle of Good Will Grange will
Dr. Randall J. Condon, the speaker sleeping better, and have plenty of
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
C. E. T.
meet with Mrs. George Ludwig Wed of the evening, gave an interesting energy and vitality to get through
Warren 3-3 and trueka will call at
Goods—all bargains—homes fur 35 Limeroek St.
Somerville
Rockland
nesday at Thomaston. 'It will be an talk telling how he happened to com the day’s work.
your door. Refarenceei Any poul
nished from attic to cellar. Stoves,
STATE
OF
MAINE
“
Sargon
Pills
got
me
entirely
away
all-day
session.
pile one of the readers for children.
Osteopathic Physician
try
raitar.
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
County
of
Knox,
BS.
June
10,1030.
from
enemas
and
harsh
purgatives
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelso and Mr. Sedgwick, editor of the Atlantic
By Appointment—Tel. 138
Taken this tenth day of .Tune A. 3D. 1030, oil daughter Jean of Wakefield, Mass., Monthly, vvished to do something for and have regulated me so perfectly
cal instruments, etc.
Graduate of American School of
execution dated the ninth day of June A. I).
CHARLES SHANE CO.
1930, Issued on a judgment rendered by the arrived Thursday. Mrs. Kelso and the advancement of school children I don’t know what it is to have head
Oeteopathy
Superior Court, for the County of iKnox. at Jean to spend the summer. Mr. Kelso and asked I)t\ Condon to do the work. aches. I feel like a new man in every
IT-tf
ROCKLAND
the term thereof begun and held on the first remaining over the weekend.
Consequently he took a year at his way.”—Joseph D. Guerette. 4 Pleas
Tuesday
of
May.
to
wit.
on
the
fifteenth
day
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS of May A. P 1930, In favor of Claes E.
FURNITURE CO.
Mrs. Bertha Starrett came Wednes place in Friendship to get the facts, ant Ave., South Portland, Maine.
Roman, of Vlnalhaven. In the '-County of day from Malden. Mass., where she as he wished the stories to be authen
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
Osteopathic Physician
Knox. In the State of Maine, as he was col teaches, to pass the summer.
Produce Co.
tic. In his search he had access to land at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.—
lector of the taxes therein for the year 1928,
79-lt
Telephone 427-R
Ralph U. Libby, employed as teach Warren and Rockland public libraries adv.
against the Vlnalhaven Net Factory Build
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ing Association, a corporation by law duly er in Belmont. Mass., is at his home and he discovered data that our
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
established
and
located
in
Vlnalhaven
afore

75STaf
Teleohonee 1295: Reeidenoe 253-M said for five hundred twenty-eight dollars on the South Warren road to pass the library was established even before
the one in Boston. He remarked that
debt or damage, and thirteen dollars and summer recess.
ninety-one cents costs of suit, and is to be
Mrs. Laura Brackett leaves today, often the small high school turned
sold at public auction on the premises in said Tuesday, to spend the summer at her out smarter men and women than
Vlnalhaven, to the highest bidder, on the
the larger ones. The Richmond High
twenty-second day of July 1A. D. 1930 ,at two home on the Waldoboro road.
o'clock In the afternoon, the following de
Mrs. Martha Burgess spent Thurs School where Dr. Condon once taught,
scribed real estate and all the right, title and day the guest of Mrs. B. E. Watts.
produced four prominent men from
Interest which the said Vlnalhaven Net Fac
Miss Lillian Russell arrived Thurs one class, one of whom is an artist,
tory Building Association has and had lr. and
to the same on the ninth Iday of July A. I). day from Boston to spend the sum the other an eminent lawyer. Mrs.
Business Men Supplied With Office Help
1929, at 1.45 o’clock In the afternoon, the mer.
SIMON K. HART
Ralph Wentworth gave four readings Two Yearling Bears are for
time when the same was attached on the writ
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson are from one of his books that proved
In
the
same
suit,
to
wit.
the
following
de

MONUMENTS
Sale and may be seen at
Courses in Business Administration, Secretarial
scribed land with the buildings thereon lo moving into the rent vacated by Mr. very interesting. Old time songs were
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
cated ,n Vlnalhaven, bounded as follows: and Mrs. Robert Cinqmars.
spng with Mrs. Dana Smith at the
4
«Ttf
Teachers’ Training, Etc. Write for catalogue
North by land of Vlnalhaven Light and Power
Miss Shirley Castner left Sunday piano. Guests of honor were Mr. and
Company, East by East 'Main Street, South
by land of (Guy C. Peasley, West by land of for Gorham where she will take a six Mrs. Condon, brother of Dr. Condon
Address LENA K. SARGENT, Rockland, Me.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember tba^ you
Thad Carver and others.
WASHINGTON, ME.
weeks course at the Normal School.
cab buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
and Mrs. Boyd Caler ni£ce of the
WARREN J. BILMNG8
7Stf
the
home news, at the Old South News /
71-80
The name of Mrs- Fred Starrett speaker.
75-T-81
Deputy .Sheriff
WasUlugton St., oagt Old Boutk l

QljE.SPIR.ITqf INDEPENDENCE
rnER

WEEK OF JUNE 3O»h to JULY 5th

IVORY SOAP ' Old Gold
J-10'
Cigarettes
OLIVES

*1.15

WAX

Lunch Rolls
\ Clicquot Club
Crab Meat
33‘
Ginger Ale
VANILLA
3*0*.

^COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Mrs. Freeman Tells Speech Dramatic Soprano Has Won

Readers' Club About New

Medina
Size

MISS HARMON’S VISIT

WASSOOKEAG

| UNDERWOOD’S

fancy WHITE CORN 2-X5'

Deviled Ham

SUNNY RIVER

3
X5

XI

Luxury J
Tobacco XS
FLASH

EASTERN

gleamgfiip tinea

X8C

vr

SANDWICH
SPREAD

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND

VERMONT MAID

Syrup JikXS’

every grave

Memorials

GOLD FLAKE

Toilet Powder XS1 Peanut Butter vatO®
Moxie s"e_9'_ _ _ _ _ _ Beans 19

So© Sardines BEAN HOLE
X'~X5e
BEANS XV

SPLENDID AMMONIA «

25c

TRADE AT A NATION-WIDE STORE. You know tbs owner

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

!

Main Street
Thomaston, Main.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

COKEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too largo; non. too .mall

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or writ., car. of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference Any Poultry Reiser
111-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 460 ;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Used Furniture

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

WANT A

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

BEAR?

Medomak Camp

Every-OtEer-Day

ROCKPORT

Two new powerful locomotives,
Nob. 701 and 702. were recently de
livered to the Maine Central railroad
for use in heavy passenger train serv
ice. Running under their own steam
from the shops of the Baldwin Loco
motive Works at Eddystone, Pa., one
of these giant locomotives arrived in
Portland Thursday. The other ar
rived Friday.
The new modern locomotives are
of the “Hudson” type, larger, and
better equipped than any of the 21
“Pacific” type locomotives in pas
senger service on the Maine Central.

These two locomotives, after road | is 4?4.090 pounds. They are the first firebox and grate area and a larger
tests have been made, will be put
. '
in*o service on the "Bar Harbor equipped with mechanical Stockers. | The tenders are equipped with
The engines are equipped with , four wheel trucks and have coal
Express” the “Flying Yankee” and “boo8ters”-*-auxiliary engines at capacity of 14 tons and water capa
“The Gull” crack trains of the tached to the trailer wheels to give city of 10.900 gallons. With this
road. They are designed especially* added traction in starting heavy equipment runs of SO to 100 miles
to meet satisfactorily the exacting trains. The combined tractive power i with the heaviest trains can be made
, of locomotive and booster is 53.500 without stopping for water. The endemands of heavy passenger traffic I
s c(,m„arprt with 47 700 pound*, . pines can easily develop a speed of
and at the same time maintain the • the tractive power of the “Pacific” I 00 miles per hour with a train of
high standard of service provided, type locomotive in use on the Maine fifteen all steel Pullman cars weighofficials of the company state.
! Central. This is an increase of about , ing approximately 1300 tons.
ten per cent over the present type of
These loc< motives are expected to
The overall length of these coal loc motive.
meet the road’s present requirements
burning locomotives, including the
These monster “power plants on j and in addition to have the necessary
large tenders, is 97 feet and the wheels” have roller bearings on the ! reserve power for future needs, offlcombined weight of engine and tender ' tender and engine trucks, a larger ’ cials state.
-------------------,-------------------------------------

ONE GOING AHEAD
In Time of Peace the Deer Isle
Granite Company Prepares For
War.
Writes Alex. McGufbe secretary of
the quarry men's union in Stoning

ton:

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 1, 1930

The fire demon held full sway; thou
sands of dollars went up in smoke.
The only thing that saved thousands
more from going up was the rain I
came—hut wafer will hurt too, if we |
get too much of it. Why don't we
take a lesson and build with a ma- 1
terial that is wate, and 'fireproof?
Take a w ik along the water front of
any of our cit.es today, and what will
you fin ? lots of wooden wharfs
which if they d n’t burn out will soon
rot. Why not build of granite and be
safe, no repairs, and it will be there
for eterr.itv.

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Douise Bliss Miller Is at Cape
" '1Prl'
" il1 P;|ss the summer,
Mrs. Margaret Bond of Wellesley,
Mass., is visting her daughter, Mrs

SAUNTERINGS

(

George Boggs.

Not far away we saw the port.
The stranpe, old-fashioned, silent town,
The lighthouse, the dismantled fort.
The wooden houses, quaint and brown.
—Longfellow

Mrs. Addle Russ is ill at her home
on Commercial street. Her sister.
Mrs. Minnie Weed is caring for her.
An invitation has been received by
Fred A. Norwood, W.R C.. from the
allied bodies of the G.A.R. of Rock
land to attend a reception for Com
mander F. S. Philbrick and staff at
G.A.R. hall. Rockland. July 10, from
3 to 5 p. in., and a good number are
planning to attend.
On account of next Friday being i
Fourth of July the regular weekly I
meeting of Fred A. Norwood W.R.C.
will be omitted.
Miss Winnifred Andrews of Brook
line is in town for the summer, guest
of her sisters, Mrs. Adelaide Morrill
and Mrs. Eugenia Fales.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Yizina who have
been visiting at the home of H.
Heistad f r a few days, returned
Sunday to Springfield, Mass., where
they will make their future home.
Mrs. Yizina was formerly Miss Isabel
Perry and is well known in town
having lived here a few years ago
Their marriage occurred last week at
Springfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Simmons, Miss
Etta Cain and Arthur Hosmer o? Cam
den motored to Edgecomb Sunday to
attend the funeral of Mr. Simmons’
brother-in-law, the late Joseph Philbrick.
Erling Heistad was a Sunday guest
of his father H. Heistad, leaving Sun
day night for West Ossipee, N. H.,
where he is to be an instructor in a
Bovs’ Camp for the summer. He
made the trip via Bucksport where
he was joined by his sister Solveig
Heistad who has been attending the
Epworth League Institute there and
will now visit for a week with her
brother Trygve Heistad at Hancock
Mrs. Emma Torrey, Mrs. Cacilda
Cain and their guests Mr. and Mrs.
Washburn Ingraham of Camden, re
turned Wednesday from Northport
where they had been occupying the
Torrey cottage for a week.

PLEASANT POINT

RAZORVLLE

Miss Hiidegard Maiwnrd of New
York City is at Dr. E. George Payne’s
for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Webster of
Winter Hill. Mass., are at Kockdeld
cottage for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Warrenton Gilchrest
and Mr. and Mrs. .lames Ray of St.
George were recent visitors at A.
W. Maloney's.
Visitors at F. A. Flinton’s recently
were Mr. and Mrs. George Brackett
and son Robert and Mr. Bergen of
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Aliie Wotton and Mrs. Dwight Wotton and
children of Friendship.
The ladles of the sewing circle are
to meet in the schoolhouse Wednes
day afternoon and all are invited to
attend and assist in the sewing.
Frederick A. Howe and Miss Kath
erine I. Howe of Haverhill. Mass., are
spending two weeks with Charles
Gould and sisters at Gull Rock cot
tage.
Mrs. Fred Rogers of Xewton.
Mass., Is visiting at the Flinchbaugh
cottage.
Prof, and Mrs. Charles J. Pieper
of New York City are guests of Dr.
and Mrs. E. George Payne at Georgeanna cottage,
Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh and
sons Rodman and Donald Jr., of
Xewton Upper Falls. Mass., are at
their cottage for the season.
Mrs. Walter Davol. Miss Madeline
and Taylor Davol of Manchester, N.
H„ have arrived at their cottage for
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney visit
ed Sunday with their son Ernest
Maloney aad family at Port Clyde.
Mrs. A. R. Carle spent last week at
her home here and entertained her
sister Mrs. Otis Thompson and Lewis
and Eleanor Thompson of South
Portland.
Pleasant Point is fortunate in hav
ing Clarence Wales of Cushing come
early every morning with milk, cream
strawberries, fresh vegetables and
broilers. Mr. Wales sells only the
best, with reasonable prices, and he
has started a big business.
Mrs. Ruth Essen who has spent the
past eight summers with Mrs. C. R.
Gray at Grayrock cottage, left last
week for New York, whence she
sailed June 27 for Karlstad. Sweden,
and is to pass the summer there visit
ing relatives.
Members of Pleasant View Ceme
tery association are requested to meet
in the Pleasant Point schoolhouse at
7 o'clock next Saturday evening for
the purpose of transacting business.

Mr, and Mrs. Fred Scott of Wal- !
doboro were visitors at Edith Over- I
lock’s last week.
Horace Moores was a visitor at
Ralph Hibbert’s recently.
Miss Irene Hibbert who has been
at Augusta is now at home and will
attend summer-school at Farmington.
Mrs. Mertie Fountain of South
Union visited her aunt Clara Clark
and other relatives recently.
Marion Miller of Union was a
business visitor in town recently.
Edith Overlock recently visited
Mrs. Nina Johnston.
The road commissioners are doing
good work on the roads.
Several new families have moved ;
into town: two coming into the i
Ingalls place are the latest arrivals
Mr. and Mrs George Finley are
improving their bouse with paint,
window boxes, etc., making it look
fine.
Edmund Prescott has been work
ing for Lydia Jones.
Charles Vanner lias delivered a
load of lumber at Edith Overlook’s and
carpenters will soon be making im
provements there.
Alton Hibbert is working for his
brother Ralph, peeling pulp wood.
Miss Rosa Johnston of Jefferson is
staying with Mrs. Loomis this sea

son.
Mrs. Glennie Delemater of East
Gardner, Mass., has been visiting
friends and relatives here this week.
The young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Turner was recently badly hurt
in being kicked bv a horse which
was feeding in the door yard. As the
child played about, in some way the
horse hit him in the forehead, mak
ing a bad icut. First aid was ad
ministered and the little fellow now
seems to be doing well.

Mrs. Mertie Hodgkins of Worces
ter. has been the guest of her parents.
First saunter of the season to dear
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe L. Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Irving W^ltz of old Marblehead. Made better time on
Amesbury. Mass, are visiting Mrs. this saunter, for we were in a highpowered car. though not driving fast,
Nina Goucher.
Mi.ss Dorothea Waltz is at her home as the day was too tine to hurry. Sun
out bright, wind southwest right off
here for the summer.
»
• * • ♦
Mrs. Elizabeth Morse and daugh old ocean.
AT MT. WALDO
We* passed the New Ocean House at
ter Betty of Warner. N. H., are reg
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry were
Swampscott, but as there were al
.Larger crews are being added to istered at Stahl's Tavern.
hi me from Islcsboro over the week
Jasper J. Stahl of Pottstown. Pa., is ready 2000 Tech men there we did end. They entertained as Sundav
the number already at work at Mt.
not
stop.
Fp
at
the
head
of
Marble

Waldo In preparation for the open visiting his parents Capt. and Mrs.
head harbor lay the partly submerged guests Mrs. Emeline Abbott and Mrs.
ing of the granite quarry. The rail A. F. Stahl.
schooner that was to have been the Gertrude Avery of Brewer.
Mrs Dora H. Yorke and Miss Grace
road from the wharf to the quarry is
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Whittier and
Arbella which came to Salem with
being rebuilt, one of the first steps in A. Yorke were in Dresden last week, i Gov. John Winthrop and party on daughter of Bath spent Sunday with
Mrs. Herbert Hastings and Miss
the work. It is understood that ma
hoard in 1630. But the old coaster Mrs. Whittier’s mother Mrs. Frances
chinery will take the place of many Gladys Hatings of Somerville, Mass., just couldn't make it. and now they Andrews.
men v.ho were employed in the past have been guests for a few days of are all fussed up what to do with her.
Mrs. Cassie Marshall is confined to
in many cases; ye' the plant will un Miss Elizabeth F. Genthner.
If they drag her out of the harbor her home by illness.
Miss Frances Taber. Miss Charlotte
doubtedly employ many workmen
H. Heistad is in Liberty this week
they will take all of the yacht moor
when all is ready. Applications for Taber and Miss Eulalie Robbins of ings along, and it is too dangerous to where he has employment.
Jobs have come from men from many New ‘York were in town last week en dynamite her. so there she lays.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby entertained
miles around, the automobile now route to Noblebro where they have
Yachts out aplenty, some racing Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane, Miss
making it possible for men to drive opened the Wayside Tea (Room for going ( n, small fry only. I wanted to Wilma Carroll and Albert Rhodes at Mary has a little skirt.
the summer.
many miles each day to their work.
So neat, so bright, so airy;
get a look at the big one. built as a cup her home Friday evening. Lunch was
Miss Laila Waltz is visiting her
defender, with the 16S foot mast, but served and a very pleasant evening It never shows a speck of dirt.
sister Mrs. Thomas Kingsbury in
spent.
Blit it surely does show Mary.
she went out the day before. Little
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Holmes will
early yet for the “world’s greatest
Miss Ethel Overlook is at home yachting center” to be real busy. move this week into their new home
from Norwood. Mass., for the summer
July and August are the months, par recently erected at the junction of
recess.
ticularly August, as the racing is then Camden and High streets.
Miss Annie O. Welt has been, in
Mrs. May Sheldon of Los Angeles,
at its height.
Portland a few days.
We docked at the Corinthian Yacht Calif., was a recent guest of Mrs.
Miss Frances Crowell has returned
Club, went on board and (had a tine Ada Libby.
A paraphrase of a popular song that aptly applies to the INSECT
from Massachusetts where she has
Everett F. Libby*arrived Saturday
dinner. The club house is built on
pests now rampant in your Vegetable and Flower Gardens.
been passing several weeks, the guest
the rocks, almost over the water, just to spend the weekend with his family.
of relatives.
a short distance from the lighthouse On returning to Manchester. N. H..
Miss Ella' Blaney of Waltham.
on the end of Marblehead Neck. Soon Monday morning he was accompanied
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Lilia we will be putting the cruiser “Noi- , by Mrs. Libby and daughter Kath
Blaney and Miss Marcia Blaney.
bin” in commission and then we will erine and Frank P. Libby who will
Ralph Morse was in Boston last give you reports of how the races remain there for the week.
week
on
business
for
the
Waldoboro
Miss Gudrun Heistad left Sunday
put an end to their rampage—cr in any event give you a respite.
look from her deck off Marblehead
Garage. He was accompanied home
for a week’s visit at Lebanon, N. H.
Why not use them?
Neck.
by his nephew Hamln Marselles who
Several students from the Curtis
will visit his aunt Mrs. Fred Boggs..
Fine clav, bright sun, wind X W.. Institute of Music. Philadelphia, ar(1630)
OUR PRICES WILL INTEREST YOU!
so 1 put on my hat and started to
i]1 ‘°"n la»t week to remain for
A residence fire in a suburb of New
junter. Xot to the wild and unctil- th® fiummel\.
, ....
York destroyed 643 manuscripts sub tivated section this time, hut to th,
fARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES
SEEDS
"«>rren Oliver and children momitted in a national poetry contest. tan,' ami cultivated secti n namelv toird Saturday from West Newton,
It was perfectly natural that the the market garden section of Arlingweekend at
family would feci like saving every ton in passing along Massaclmset- Jhe Birches. Beauchamp Avenue,
thing of value first.—‘Louisville avenue In Cambridge I noticed ,;„ J They were accompanied by his parFEDERAL and TEMPLE -515
PORTLAND
MAIIME
Courier-Journal.
timbers of a house which had f.,., i ents Hr. and Mrs George Oliver, who
been torn down. It must have been I "nl remain here for lhe «ummer to
SWEET
an ancient one. for tbp timbers were rare for their grandchildren. War
Copyright 1930 by Dodge Brothers Corporation
squared with broad axe and adze, and ren returned heme Monday.
MIXED
Mrs.
Aimon
W.
Richards
died
at
fastened with wooden pins. They
were about 8x10 inches and as sound 1 o'clock Monday morning at the
and bright a's the day the frame was home of her son. Burton E. Richards.
raised. Modern carpenters tell us , Commercial street, following a ling
that the houses they build today wi1! ering illness. Obituary deferred.
last much longer than houses like
| Friday evening Fred A. Norwood
these, but I have doubts.
National W.R.C. tendered a reception
Lake street, in Arlington, is a
and banquet to Department of Maine
market garden section, where in
tensive farming is carried on*both in ! Cemmander-in-Chief F. S. Philbrick
and out-of-doors.
Here you will and several of his staff from RockJ land. A fine program was enjoyed.
find all kinds of green stuff growing
Col. Philbrick rendering several se(or the local market. My eye and
i lections on the violin, which is al
appetite, were attracted by two great
ways looked forward to with pleasGINGER ALES
favorites, strawberries and rhubarb,
| ure. Department Inspector Emma
I want my rhubarb cooked, my straw
L. Torrey, gave the address of wel
Clicquot Club2BOTS. 27^
berries an natural. The land here is
come and also presented Col. Philgetting too valuable for market gar
hrick with a gift and a beautiful
Canada Dry 3 bots. 50^
dening, so they are cutting the farms
bouquet of roses, to which he feel
into bouse lots, selling the front lots
ingly responded.
Remarks were
Clicquot Sec 3 bots.
and still using the rear lots for farm
made by Col. J. F. Woodsum. Capt.
ing.
Henry Huntley and E. J. Pease of
Coming into Pleasant street from
Moxie 2 bots. cont. 290
the Rockland G. A. R. Readings
Lake street you are on the line.
were given by Frances Mudgett. Min
Your right foot is in Arlington, your
Yankee Dry 3 bots. 250
nie Wellman. Louise Melvin and
left foot is in Belmont.
On the
Delora Morrill and a harmonica solo
CTN. OF 12 990
Arlington side a new section has just by Ida Page. Mrs. Cacilda Cain,
been opened up. Houses costing
delegate to the department conven
from $16,000 to $20,000. Everything tion gave a very interesting report.
OTHER BEVERAGES
goes with them, oil burners, electric Others present from Rockland, be
To give every motorist a first-hand acquaint
Thousands of owners of the Dodge Eight-'nrefrigeration, radio, first and second sides those mentioned were Eug?ne
Old Colony Club
mortgages, etc. On the Belmont side Ryder and Allen Kelley.
ance with the luxury and sparkling performance
Llne are acclaiming it the greatest performer
CONTENTS BOT. 100
the view is different. Here are some
• • • «
houses and outbuildings as old-fash
of the Dodge Eight-in-Line, a Dodge National
and the finest example of Dodge depend
A Unique Graduation
Hi brow, Assorted Flavors
ioned as any to be fouVid in Knox
Demonstration Month will be held during July.
ability ever produced by Dodge Brothers.
County. In the ruins of a barn there
A very successful entertainment
CONT. 2 LGE. BOTS. 250
reposed an ancient “one-horse sleigh.” was given at the Baptist vestry Fri
exposed to the weather and gradu day evening under the auspices of
You are cordially invited to come in and drive
To get an accurate measure of the de
ally going to pieces. As I looked at the Trytohelp Club. It was present
the Dodge Eight-in-Line. Thrill to its flash
pendability of this car — its staminc — its
it I fell to dreaming “of those dear ed as a mock graduation of the class
dead days long gone.” when we used of 1999 of Trytohelp Academy and
ing acceleration —its sureness and steadi
economy—just what total mileage it can
to go to the local livery-stable and the proceedings, from the entrance of
charter a spanking hay and cutter the graduates in their unique cos
ness on the road—its ability to do the difficult
achieve — Dodge Brothers announce a
The Original Whole Milk
and take best beloved for a sleigh- tumes made of wall paper, newspa
without effort. Test Its internal hydraulic ,
Dodge Eight Mileage Marathon.
ride.
fioze
pers, and crepe paper, until their
Cheese Food
exit, brought forth laughter and
brakes. Experience the luxury of its beauti
applause.
The class parts were
THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
A Dodge Eight-in-line seaan selected fror
FAMILY-SIZE
given as follows: Salutatory, Lida
ful, safe and silent Mono-Piece Steel Bodies.
PACKAGE
stock starts from Detroit. It will be driven back
It is an ideal play that was selected Champney: class history. Lillian
for
this
week
by
the
Lakewood
Play

Brann:
class
will.
Mary
Brann;
Here is a car that is going to be driven
and forth across the country from coast to
ers for “Just Married'" ha-s that spirit prophecy. Mrs. P. C. Hughey: pre
of joy that goes wHh the holiday week sentation of gifts, Helen Small: vale
across
the continent as no car has ever
coast—over all sorts of roads in uvery part of
and keeps the audience in roars of dictory, Ethel Spear.
Humorous
been driven before. Learn from that what
the continent—until it literally can be driven
laughter from beginning to end. essay! were given by Ellie Yeazie,
There will he a special matinee on Louise Cavanaugh, Alice Marston.
a sound car it is — learn from your own
FRESH-ROASTED
no longer. We confidently expect that the
Friday. July Fourth. “Just Married” Mrs. Lloyd Moody. Hazel Cain, and
Helen
Dunbar
and
a
poem.
“
An
Order
is
this
creation
of
two
expert
laugh
experience
what
a
glorious
performer
it
is.
total mileage attained will startle the world.
makers. Adelaide Matthews and Anne for a Picture.’’ read hv Lillian Brann.
8 49
Nichols.
The story concerns a Bouquets ranging from field daisies
A
queerly assorted ship's load of married to cabbages were presented the
Kleeko ITHL-CUT LB. TIN 350
folks who come together on the S.8. graduates by little Miss Ruth Hughey
Lafayette at Boulougne and before in her winsome manner. Arthur K.
Rex Brand lb. pkg. 330
the first twenty-four hours are over Walker as superintendent presented
are all messed up together. This mix the diplomas in a manner “befitting
Pan American lb. 290
ing of people and indentities leads to a the occasion.” and the exercises were
series of comical situations which brought to a close by singing of the
Surprise Brand lb. 250
never fail to win laughter. Next Class Ode the words of which were
Rockland, Maine
Miss
week The Lakewood Players will pre composed by Mrs. Hughey.
sent “Holiday,” one of the greatest Lillian Brann acted as marshal:
comedy successes ever produced by Carrie Libby. Etta Cain and Ruth
Arthur Hopkins at his famous Ply Bartlett as teachers and Rev. P. C.
Hughey. Thomas McCluskey and
mouth Theatre in New York.
NOW OXI or THE LOWEST-PRICED CARS IS THE WORLD
Charles Cavanaugh as the school
Six Body Style*
Can a girl do anything about an hoard. Mis. Hughey and Mrs. A. A.
•590 to *695
Walsh were the acn mpanists for the
unattractive knee?
r ,< n vs .ci »
saqto.s
product
Frlcaa f. o. b. (actor,
And up, f. o. b. factory
evening.
Nothing hut grin and bare* it.
SOLD BY nDDCT FROTHERS DIALERS EVIRTWMERE

“While the government is hanging
back on its public projects, there is
one company in this town that is,
not. The Deer Is'and ("iranite Com
pany is going ahead with their im
provements. They are putting in an
other gang now and they also hav"
a gang of men at work on their new
wharf. It will be built entirely of
stone when finished and will have a
five hundred foot front and a one
hundred foot side. They will be able
to load two barges at once or dis
charge one and load the other. It will
take about 20,000 tons of stone for
the face of the wharf alone, and this
is happening when times are slack.
That ia progress. This company be
lieves in the old saying (in times of
peace prepare for war). When the
government wakes up to the value
of granite this company will be sit
ting pretty.
About a month ago w<_ had quite a
dry spell, everything was burning up.

“Buzz, You Sinners, Buzz!”

ANNOUNCE

DODGE EIGHT

SOf

NATIONAL

2V

COFFEES

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

iw-.x n»»"i

Petition fur a recount of Republi
can ballots east in Cumberland Coun
ty In the recent primary was filed
Saturday by William Ilissett, defeat
ed for the state senatorial nomination
by Edward E. Chase of Cape Eliza
beth. Ilissett in the petition alleged
that discrepancies occurred in re
turns in Portland. South Portland and
other communities in the county.
Date for the recount will be set by
the Governor and Council at tho
meeting July 7.

Cooling and Refreshing

iSIJn

TCXA
“Fresh from the Gardens”
840
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DILL

QT. JAR

FANCY

ALASKA

SWEET AND
TENDER

TALL
CANS
NO. 2

CANS

AGED FOR
FINEST FLAVOR

LB.

PKG

39*
29*
25*
29*
29*

CLOVERDALE OLIVES
Finest medium-size Manzanillo Olives
stuffed with Pimientos.

3 OZ.
BOT.

10*6S19 0

121^

OZ.
BOT.

39t

MONTH

Pabst-ett

' Ifti ii in

BISSETT NOT SATISFIED

PICKLES
Lot. jar 350J
PINK SALMON
o
BENEFIT PEAS
OLD CHEESE
IMPORTED
CHRISTIE’S FANCY ASSORTED BISCUITS

MILEAGE MARATHON

PLYMOUTH

Ft. Meyers, Fla.—“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the best
medicine I ever
heard of. Before
my baby was born
I was always weak
and rundown. I
had nervous spells
until I couldn't do
my housework. A
lady told me about
tho Vegetable
Compound and it
strengthened me.
Beside my own
._____
Sil housework I am
now working in a restaurant and I feel
better than I have in three years. I hope
my letter will be the means of leading
some other woman to better health.”—
Mbs. Berth a Rivf.bs, 2914 Polk St.,
Ft. Meyers, Florida._______________

Better Groceries at Low Prices

□□□EE- BROTHERS

DEMONSTRATION

ham’s Vegetable Compound”

at your CLOVERDALE STORE

Kendall & Whitney

DODGE

Says “Take Lydia E. Pink-

Prepare for the

K&W INSECTICIDES

AND

BEST MEDICINE
SHE KNOWS OF

,$590

THE

CAIN’S MAYONNAISE
"Ends the Quest for the Best"
A very low price for this quality product

3'A

OZ.
JAR

8

0

VfePT.
JAR

I

jP

jar

wJ

TIMELY SUGGESTIONS
Buffalo Peanut Butter
LB. 150
Cloverdale Shrimp
2 CANS 350
Grandee Olive Butter 4OZ.JAR 150
Slade's Goblet Mustard 2 FOR 250
Drake’s Triple Layer Cake EA. 250
Cut-Rite Wax Paper
3 PKGS. 250
Cloverdale Sardines
TIN 190
Ice Cream Freezers
EACH 980
Chicken for Salad
8 OZ. jar 490
Fruits for Salad
8OZ.CAN 100
Armour’s Corned Beef no. l tin 230
R & R Chicken
NO. ’/2 tin 530
Rosemary Grape Juice PT. BOT. 17 0
50 Package Candies
3 FOR 100
Old Heidelberg Malt 3 CANS $1.00
Lux Toilet Soap
3 cakes 190

CO.
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Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON

LAKEWOOD
1 5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Mail Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.,
Tel. Skowhegan 434
Every Night Except Sunday
7.30 r. M. Standard Time

ALL THIS WEEK
Matinee, Friday, July 4
The Lakewood Players
Three Hours of Fun Aboard a
Transatlantic Liner

“JUST
MARRIED”
A Holiday Treat of the Best

NEXT WEEK
Monday, July 7
An Outstanding Production of
the Season which we
Specially Recommend

“HOLIDAY”
Lakewood Inn
Open 7 A. M. Io S P. M.
Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner

SUNDAY CHICKEN
DINNER $1.50
Special Parties Arranged For

Lakewood

Country Club
Regular Dances Each Friday
HOLIDAY DANCES
Thurs. Eve, July 3, 8.30 to 12
Friday Morn, July 4, 12 M to 3 AM
Frid. Night, July 4, 8.30 to 12.30

Lou Lissack’s
Oldsmobile Orch.
Overnight Bungalows
Perfect Modern Equipment

Thomas McLean of Long Cove is
visiting his cousin Frederick Elwell.
Carolyn Elwell is spending the week ||
in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Berg of Green- j
bay, Wisconsin, are at the Oliver |
i homestead at Oyster River for a-i
' month. Mrs. Berg's sister Miss Marie j
; Bevoon who came with them re- ]
| turned Monday.
Eighty-five Wapello camp hoys!
j came by train last week and were
j taken to their island summer home '
at Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Welt, former I
resident of Thomaston are visiting in ’
I town. Their present home is in East .
Providence, R. I. Mr. Welt was one I
J of the active shipcarpenters in the
earlier days of Thomaston.
Judg Elias Clark of Phoenix. Ari- ,
zona, who was in town Monday is j
one of those of whom it can be said j
“the boy is father to the man.’’ Judge
Clark has attained distinction in legal !
and political life in Arizona, but he i
has never lost his love for his old I
Thomaston home .
Rev. Alliston Watts, pastor of a |
Federated charge in Vermont, called
on relatives in town Friday and with
his wife and five children took tea
with Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Davis
Mrs. Mabel’Creighton. Miss Marga
ret Ruggles, Misfe Rita Smith, John
Creighton
and
Miss
Katherine
Creighton were in Portland Friday
on a business visit.
Ralph Pease'of Cushing has bought I
of Frank Turner the ten acre lot and i|
buildings at the corner of Gleason
and Roxbury streets, known locally
as the Austin Ferrand farm. Mr. i
Pease will make some alterations in
the buildings and take possession
very soon. He has also bought the
Rogers house and seven acres of |
land in South Thomaston. where he I
will carry on the poultry business,
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Elmer ;
True. Mrs. True was formerly Miss
Blanche Buber.

10th ANNIVERSARY SALE
Never before in our 10 years in business here in Rockland, have we been able to offer such amazing values
in Men’s and Young Men’s Suits and Fun.’rbings. Everywhere people are talking about our wonderful
bargains and now is the time for you to stock up on all of your needs for the summer months, just when
you need them. Don’t Delay, but Come Early, the Savings you will make will be well worthwhile.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED FOR THIS GREAT SALE

WATCH

OUR

ROOM WITH
PRIVATE BATH
for

$2.50
including
FREE GARAGE

Accommodations
A room with both bath
and shower $3.00, $3.50
Room for Two at
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
Special Weekly Rates

“Just around the corner
from everything'’

THE

PRESIDENT
Awaits Your Visit
k Sidney J. Mitchell
Resident Mgr.

st. west of
i^QwL/ork-^

SPRING
ARCH

WALK-OYEIl

IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles . . .
again . . . Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.

McLAIN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At The Brook

36Ttf
•Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

IntHe

<

LOST Smith and Wesson, :t8 special re
volver. between Waldoboro and Augusta on
Sunday, June 22. Reward. Notify RANDALL
P. JONES, 26 -Main >St., Thomaston, Me.
76*78

LOOT One chapeau was left at the Armory,
Temple hall, St. John's Day, and cannot now
ho found. Will the one who cared for It kind
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum ly notify ALBERT CHURCH, caretaker of the
mer hoarders advertise the fact In this natter building or any officer ,of the Commandory,
where thousands will read of It.___________
TO LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View
Point, 'Spruce {Head. J. S. ALLARD, -Spruce
To Let
Head.
77-tf
TO LET Board and room, also garage for
FUR SALE- Dr rent two cottages at Craw
78*80
ford Pond, Union. Cottages furnished: also two cars at 17 WATER 1ST.
boats. Good Ashing, boating and bathing.
TO LET—Five room furnished or unfur
WILLIAM SANSOM. Tel. 72 or 526-W.
Rockland. Me.
76-tf nished apartment, a’l modern : also 7 room
apartment. Cedar St. MIKE ARMATA, 'Men's
FUR SALK Large modern cottage at Cres Shop, ll’ark St.
78-83
cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
TO LOT- Down stairs rent furnished or un
tine location. EDWARD GOMA at (Ionia's
Rent reasonable.
Store. The New /Bicknell.
75-tf furnished. AU modern.
A. W. Hl TCIIINSON. 47'. Old County Rd.
TO LET— At Owl's Head 7 room furnished
77*79
cottage, electric lights, two-ear garage for
month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at
TO LOT Attractive furnished or unfur
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-f nished apartment, 5 rooms, bath, garage, all
FUR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred.
76-78
Beach. All modern improvements. LENA Inquire 5 LISLE 1ST. Tel. 489-R.
K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 990-M
52-tf
TO (LET- Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
and bath. CUTLER COOK CO.
76-tf

Summer Cottages and Board

WINDOWS

FOR

SPECIAL

ITEMS

FUR SALE Machine shop, going concern.
: fully equipped. Price $1500. Quick sale. M.
A BOWERS, Box 43. Camden. Me.
77-82

FOR SALE--Black Shetland pony. Price
reasonable. Address K. C., Courier-Gazette
Office.
77-79

TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
66-tf

FUR KALE— Dealer valve, cream separator.
Good condition. JUDSON WAITS, Warren
Me.. R. F. D. 1.
78*80

FUR SALE— Small cottage, fine location,
electric lights, artesian well Water, large lot.
Priced very low for quick sale. Write
O.
BOX. 62. Rockland.
78-80
FOR SALE—Delco lighting plant at a bar
gain. E C. JOHNSON. Camden. IMe
78*80

Jantzen Bathing Suits $3.85 and $4.85

♦•♦•

— Boys’ Bathihg Suits 98c

FUR SALE—Jersey cow, good family cow,
freshened this spring. E.
JOHNSON.
Camden. (Me.
78*80
FUR (SALE— Young pony, harness, cart, sled
and all rigging. Pony clever, gear Al con
dition.
It F. COLLA.MORE, 89 Cedar St.
Tel. J051-,M.
78-83
FOR SALE—Standing hay, also kit. hen
range slightly used ; reasonable price.
L.
LAAKSONEN, South Thomaston.
77*79

FUR SALE—Twenty-four mowing machines,
and horse rakes, also riding cultivators.. C.
M BURGESS. Box 443, Camden. Me.
77-82

I

and strawberry shortcake put all in'
a h ippy frame of mind. The c *rnmittee in charge were Mrs. Minnie _
XeWbert, Miss York, Mrs. Clara
Ellingson, Mrs. Addie Jones and Mrs. .
Marie Singer.
Mrs. Samuel Reed and son Ayrel
are in Bingham with her daughter
Mrs. Ralph Blackington.
A Thomaston man who visited the
Mackay radio plant in Cushing Sun
day reports one tower finished and
the foundation for the other being
put in. The telegraph company from
Rockland were busy with their lines.
Forrest Stone is attending a sum
mer school of the Bryant & Stratton
College in Boston.
Maynard Shaw and family and Mrs.
Henry Shaw motored to Liberty
Monday for the day.
Delta Tau Delta and of the honorary
SOUTH THOMASTON
The Knox County Baseball League societies of Sophomore Owls and
was organized Wednesday night. It Junior Masks. He graduated from
Miss Helen Lester and Albert
embraces Camden, Clark Island, Boston University and at the present
Rockland. St. George, Thomaston. time is director of the Louis A. Lester of Portland were weekend
The hour is 5.30, daylight tipie; Frothingham memorial athletic play- | guests of their sister Mrs. James
I
schedule: Thomaston at Rockland ground in North Easton and super- ' Mitchell.
July 1: July 4, St. George at Thom visor of physical education in Wal- j Mrs.**. Scott Kittredge and s in
George of New York are guests for ,
aston. 9.30 a. m.; Thomaston vs. St. pole. Mass.
the summer of her parents Mr. and i
George at Rockland, 2.30 p. m.; July
Among the out of town guests were Mrs. George Green.
j
8. Clark Island at Thomaston; Clark Mrs. George Mason and Donald M. .
The supper and card party held
Island vs. Rockland at Thomaston Mason of South Boston. Mrs. Louis
Friday night for the benefit of ’he
July 10.
Mason of Brockton, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Newcombe Joe Hogan of St. Petersburg. Florida, j Grange netted $26. notwithstanding
returned to Bridgton Friday having Mis. William J. (Rich of Brookline.i the inclement weather.
spent the week as guests of Mrs. John Mass, Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wot- ; This is a very busy season in this
village with many social affairs and
E. Walker.
ton of Rockland, Mrs. Galen Eustis '
Mrs. Georgia Wall of Rockland of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs. John money making projects being de
veloped. Rehearsals are being held
visited her daughter Mrs. Arthur
Newman and Misses Rose Adams ; for the two-act farce, "The (Strike of
Mossman Monday.
and Daphne Winslow of Rockland.
the Ladies’ Aid,” to be given at the
Thomaston baseball fans will fol
♦ • • •
Church fair. It is very funny and i«
low their team to Rockland tonight
keeping 15 ladies busy learning the
Mrs. Melzar Studley
with the intention of cheering it on
to victory in the first game of the
Mrs. Melzar Studley died in Rock parts. Another group is developing
Kn-x County Twilight League. The land June 25, a long and serious ill elaborate plans for a lawn fete to be
contest starts at 5.30 (daylight). ness preceding her death.
Mrs. held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
The best players in the county will Studley was born on Green Island, H. Baum early in July, given f r the
be seen in these games.
the daughter of Job and Eliza Maker benefit of the schools and under the
Radcliffe. She was married to Mel auspices of the Parent-T« ac'.ier
zar A. Studley Oct. 29. 1892. and to Association. Many booths have al,
Mason-Hanley
this union were born four children. leady been spoken for and plans are
An attractive wedding took place The family residence had been in going rapidly forward which it s- • ms
Mi nday, June 30, at 3 o’clock, when J Thomaston and for several yeas will make this the event of the aMargaret Leonard, only daughter of I Mrs. (Studley was matron of the son here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hanley, was united almshouse.
Much pleasure is being expr<. cd
in marriage to John Carlton Mason of
Funeral services were held ir. the at the announcements received of the
South Boston. Mass. The guests in Episcopal Church Rev. E. O. Kenyon marriage, June 24. of Supt. F. L. S.
cluded members of the two immediate | officiating. The bearers were Wil Morse to Miss Eunice Tolman. and
families and a few personal friends liam Stone, Benjamin Smalley, Fred most hearty congratulations arc ex
of the young couple. The single ring Burnham, Wallace Feyler. Interment tended. Mr. Morse has greatly en
ceremony was performed by Rev. J. was in the Thomaston cemetery. deared himself to all in this town
A. Flynn. The bride wore dusky rose Mrs. Studley is survived by a son and he is especially beloved by the
flat crepe with matching hat and) Percy of Thomaston and a daughter school children.
shoes and carried a bouquet of Talis Mrs. Ralph Robinson of Warren; two
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley nd
man roses and belladona delphinium. brothers. Edward Radcliffe of Wheel children and- Miss Jeannie McMiss Gladys Helena Doherty as maid er’s Bay and Lewis Radcliffe of Dor Conchie enjoyed a motor trip Sun
day to Bar Harbor. The pleasur of
of honor, wore nile green flat crepe chester, Mass.
the trip was somewhat marred, how
with hat and shoes to match and car
• • 9 •
ever, by witnessing in Bangor a v« rV
ried a bouquet of Briercliff roses and
Charles
Cogan
w
’
as
at
home
over
orchid sweet peas. Donald Mo watt
serious automobile accident in which
Mason, a junior at Amherst College, Sunday from Winslow’s Mills.
several persons were seriously in
Donald Anderson joined friends jured.
\^as best man. The bride's gift to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Williams and
her maid of honor was a string of from Boston Saturday night at Port
crystal beads. Mr. Mason gave his land for a trip through the White children of Whitinsville, Mass.< <ie
Mountains. He will afterwards visit guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wil
brother white gold cuff links.
An informal reception followed the relatives in Massachusetts.
liams.
Miss Eloie Dunn spent the weekend
» » » ♦
ceremony at the home of the bride’s
parents. 34 Main street. Thomaston, with her sister Jeanett Wade in West
Children
’s Day Concert
during which refreshments were Rockport.
The annual Children’s Day Concert
Joseph Cross will leave Wednesday
served by Mrs. Charles C. Wotton of
Rockland. Mrs. Joe Hogan, Jr., of St. night by boat to visit his aunts. Mrs was held in the chapel Sundav eve
Petersburg and Miss Aleada Hall. Walsh and Mrs. W. I. Lansing in ning and very well attended. The
offering amounted to over $6 ano he
The bride cut and served the dainty Acton. Mass.
Alden Allen and family of Milli Saturday tag day sale brought $r 25
cake, a gift of Mrs. Wot.ton. Bou
quets and baskets of peonies, syringas nocket are visiting his mother Mrs. to help the g >od cause.
Selection, orchestra; prayer. Rev.
and other cut flowers were used Hattie Allen.
Miss Lucy Allen arrived home A. F. Stafford; recitation, Welcome,
artistically as decoration under the
Baum;
Children’s bay
direction of Mrs. William J. Tobey Sunday from Mount Vernon, N. Y., Dorothy
Acrostic—Velma Dennison. Mu: >n
where she teaches.
and Mrs. Wotfon.
Amid the usual merriment and | Mrs. Mildred Marshall of South Harrington. Richard Harrington. Ctrl
shower of confetti and peony petals Hope was the guest of Miss Evelyn Rogers, Ruth Grey. Vina IT.” .v,
Barbara Harlow, Dcaothy Baum,
the young couple made their escape j Mossman Saturday.
rren
Maurice Sawyer is the captain of Carol Graves; violin solo,
for a trip along Cape Cod. On their
return they will be at home at 16 Day the Thomaston baseball club in the Ulmer; orchestra selection: exer
cise—White Daisies, Norma Graves,
street. North Easton, after July 15. newly formed league.
A new gravel sidew&lk is being John Mitchell, Clayton Dennison,
The bride wotfe as a traveling costume
Geraldine Jackson and Joan Baiun;
a dress of aqua marine crepe with a built on Thatcher street.
Some person with evil intent cut song, John Harlow; exercise. June
blue coat trimmed with broad tail and
a hat to match. The young couple a 250 line of of hose In three pieces Time, Mary E. Ulmer. Elizabeth Till
wt re the recipients of many beauti aboard the Gov. Douglass. Capt. Star- and Alberta Graves; song—"< dd
ful gifts including silver, linen, house rett. The steamer was at the wharf Rugged Cross, Charles Watts, Jr.;
song, Vina Harlow; recitation. \1of J. A. Creighton & Co.
hold furniture and money.
The wheels went out from under berta Graves; song, Elsie Nor m;
The bride is a graduate of Thomas
recitation—Pocket Books, Bev lie
ton High School and of the Univer the freight car.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Danforth Jackson; offertory, Mrs. C. S. W.i s;
sity ef Maine where she was a memln r of Delta Delta Delta sorority. For who have 'been guests of Mr. and Warren Ulmer and Parker Jackmn
the last four years she has taught Mrs. George Hanly, left for Dover. collected the offering; remarks, Roy.
Mr. Stafford; orchestra selection;
ancient history in 'Belmont (Mass.) N. H. today.
Pageant—“The Realm of Child
| High School. The groom, son of Mrs.
The Thomaston Ladies’ Guild of hood, with the following chara.-’. rs
I Geoige Mason of South Easton, is a
graduate of Oliver Ames High School the Episcopal Church will hold its which spoke or sang: Truth a guide,
1 in North Easton, of Tilton (N. H.) summer sale of fancy articles, cooked Vinnie Graves; Wisdom, anotl.cr
A» ad* my. and attended the Unversity food and candy, in the parish rooms guide. Miriam Wiggin; Courage, a
dweller in the Realm of Chl’dho d,
76-78
of Maine where he was a member of on July 2.

AN OPPORTUNITY LIKE THIS MAY NEVER COME AGAIN
STOCK UP NOW WHILE THIS BIG SALE IS GOING ON
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Rockland, Maine

Phone 819-M

Hclcnamae Mahoney; Service, an
other dweller, Marjorie Sleeper;
Loyalty, dweller. Marion Watts:
Love, dweller. Myrtle Harlow; The
Spirit of Children’s Day. Alice
Baum: Little travelers in the Realm
Of Childhood—Elizabeth Till. MadeIon Harrington, Arline Knowlton,
Beverlie Jackson, Alberta Graves,
Doris Pierce and Mary E. Ulmer.

CAMDEN
P. E. Mulholland who ha<? hf*en In
charge of the Western Vn,on Te.egraph office for the past two months
leaves today, Tuesday, for Farmington where he will he employed for the
rtmamder of the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bacheldnr and
baby of Melrose Highlands. Mass.,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Start at Lake City.
The-W.C.T.U. will hold no more
meetings until Sept. 9.
There are several guests at the
Holiday House of the Girls- Friendly
Society, Episcopal Diocese of Maine,
situated on the Belfast road. Mrs’
•I. B. Shepherd of Portland is the
house mother.
The yacht Lyndonia, with Cyrus
H. K. Curtis. Mrs. Curtis and Mrs.
Edward W. Bok of Philadelphia on
hoard arrived in the harbor Sunday
afternoon.
Stephen Gushee and Horace Rob
bins will put on a musical revue.
‘Tintypes and Snapshots," at the
opera house Tuesday and Wednesday
Pvfninga of this week. A east of New

York professionals, dancing, singing,
and clever sketches assure the public
a fine performance. The gay nineties
and the fearless thirties are repre
sented.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike has re
sumed her position as manager of
the Western Union Telegraph office
after a short vacation, part of which
was spent with friends at Lake M«gunticook.
Prof, and Mrs. Alaric Stone of Bos
ton are spending the summer at their
cottage at Lake Megunticook.
Dana Gray of ISoston is visiting
relathes in town.
Friends of Harry P. Buchanan will
he sorry to learn he is critically ill
II'- is at his home on Mountain street.
Richard
Ceehi
and
Llewellyn
Bridges are enjoying a motor trip to
Chicago.
Miss Mildred Smith and Master
Onward Smith left on the boat Mon
day morning for South Orrington
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
B. Herrick.
Miss Doris Fitzgerald, Miss Fran
ces McCobb and Miss Charlotte
Voting attended the Epworth League
Institute last week in Bucksport.
Miss Helen Bennett left Sunday
night for Boston, enroute for the
middle west where she will spend
several months with relatives.
The Knox County Twilight l eague
opens at 5.30 (daylight) this after
noon. when Camden faces Clark
Island. Good sport is promised at
a modest admission price.

Zd
z

FUR KALB—Swiss chard and beet greens, at
wholesale or retail. H. iK. BOWDEN, Lake
Ave. Tel. 1183-R.
.
77-79

TOR SALE—Uprlght piano. J. H. MELVIN.
21 Gay St.
7T-tf
FOR SALE—New 14 foot V bottom out
board motor boat. S. RUOHOMAA. Tel.
352-24 Dodges !Mt. Farm.
77-79
FOR iSALE—All kinds of firewood. Dry
one-inch oak boards, also soft lumber, 15,000
good second band brick. S. RUOHOMAA. Tel.
352-24 Dodges Alt. Farm.
77-79
FOR SALE .House lot on Hill St., with new
double garage. Several other lots In the city
also. S. RUOHOMAA. Tel. 3T2--24 Dodges
Alt. Farm. __________________________ 77-79
D»R SALE Standing hav. MARY ANDE^
SON. Tel. 1175.
76-78
FOR SALE}—Cabbage plants, Danish Bal!
Head. All Season. Late Flat Dutch. 40c i»ei
100, $3.50 per 1000 : red cabbage 25c per doz., .
or $1 per loo : Giant Pascal and White Plnmr
Celery 25c per doz.. or i$1.50 per 100; flCarlyanna Tomato plants 35c per doz. or $2.50 per
100. These plants are raised from the best
of seeds. Parties out of town must send extra
money for parcel post. EDWIN A. DEANE.
Rockland, Me. el. 671-5.
76-78
FOR SALE—Oak wardrobe in good con
dition. MRS A. .1. M(H>DY. 438 Old rouirtv
road. Tel. 645-J.
76*78
FOR SALE—Farm 75 a., buildings In first
class condition with all modern Improvements,
on State road, near Union Common, price
right . other farms large and small. M. K.
MILLER. East Union. Maine.
76*78
FOR SALE- Cabbage plants. Danish Ball
Head. $2 per 1600
»HN KELNANEN. It
No. 1. Box 102. Warren. Me.
76*81
FOK SALB- Houshold goods. 12 GAY ST
76-78
FOR SALE—New Johnson “4” Outboard mo
tor. 1930 model, 4-6 horse nower. Must sell
at big sacrifice.
Never med. RALPH .1.
SWIFT. Thomaston. Tel. 191-11.
76*81
I'OR SALE—Sea Vue cottage at Cooper’s
Beach or to let for July and August, 6 rooms,
fireplace, electric Ughts, water In sink. TEL.
178-R or 593-M.
76-78
FOR SALE—Beauty Parlor, equipment and
fixtures for sale. Write owner. MRS. .SADIE
MAYHEW. 15 ‘Megunticook St., Camden. Me.
75*80
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants. Flat Dutch.
Copenhagen, Danish Ball Head, 50 cents per
109; $2 per 500: $4 per 1000. OVERNESS
SARKESIAN, 157 Middle St. Tel. 568-W.
74 tf
FOR (SALE—30 foot cabin cruiser, 12 h. p.
Hubbard engine, all In first class shape. Apply
S. M. DUNCAN, 602 Main St.. Rockland.
74*80
FOR SALE--Cabbage plants. W. Y. PIJ’ER.
Camden road, AVarren. Me.___________ 74*79
FOR SALK—Round Oak range and Hub
beater. Inquire 166 MAIN ST. el. 1057-W.
74*79
FOR SALE Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50;
stove length, $8 ; fitted wood, $14 ; also lumber.
L. A. PAl'KARD, It. F. D. Thomaston.
73-tf
FOR SALE—One 32 ft. Friendship sloop;
one 22 ft. Chris craft: one 14 ft. power yacht
tender: one 91 by 15 ft power yacht; one
65 ft. by 12 ft. Commuter run less than 1006
miles: one 65 ft. jmwer cruiser, new last year.
Can be seen any time at the CAMDEN YACHT
BUILDING Ac RAILWAY. LNC., Camden.
Maine,____________________________
73-81
FOR SALE—250 acre farm, house and barn
in good condition, 1000 cords bard wood, some
blueberry land, cuts f,0 ton/, bay, Waldoboro,
$3600. easy term. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.____________________
72-tf
FOR SALK—Cook stove with tank in good
condition aud to let room for lodging, modern
conveniences. 60 WILLOW ST. Tel. 1089-Y.

__________________________
FOR SALE—The Franklin Trussell bidding,
situated In the heart of Port Clyde Vlllagd.
Contains two tenements and two stores. Late
ly repaired. Reasonable price. Inquire of
ALICE T. TRUSSED, Port Clyde, Me,, or ED
WARD C. PAYSON. Rockland, Me.
70-87
FOR SALE—-Wood that makes warm
friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
aston. Fitted woo,I, $14: junks, $12; cord
wood. $10, del. O. II. CRIE A- CO.. Thomas''ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son

A New

Market

TO LET- Two rooms, furnished, with
private hath ; also wanted, one boarder. MRS.
W. A. ROBBINS, over Willow (Street (Market.
entrance at rear. Tel. 1131.
76*78
TO LET—House at 33 Purchase St. MRS.
(MATHER, 16 Summer St.
76-78
TO LET—Rooms In thoroughly modern
residence. Attractive surroundings.
ADE
LAIDE BUTMAN, 41 North Main St. Tel.
1146 M.
76-81
TO LET Two modern tenements. Mechanic
St.. Rockport, just remodeled. Families with
no small children preferred. It. It. MAGUNE,
700 Main fit.. Rockland.
76-78
TO LET—Conveniently arranged apartment
of three rooms with toilet and piazza. Inquire
12 KNOX OT. Tel. 578-W.
75-tf
TO LIT Furnished apartment.
Adults
only : aiso rooms, board nearby. Garage. 72
Camden St. MRS. W. A. KIMBALL.
74*79
TO LET For season summer cottage at
Owls Head.
MRS. RUTH McBEATH. 38
Union St. Tel. 649.
73-tf
TO LOT -Furnished or unfurnished apart
ment. Inquire 6 JTalbot Ave. Tel. J285.
(_________
72-tf
TO LOT - Seven room tenement and garage
at 10 High St. ETTA H. SANBORN. 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 1158-W.
72-tf
TO LOT--Store at 12 Limcrock St. Apply to
BASIL H STINSON. Tel. <02.
68-tf
TO LET—Garage $5 uu.nlh. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
„2
TO LET—Seven room apartment, all mod
ern. with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew
ster Sts., opposite Science Church. Apply at
MEN'S SHOP. Park St.
64-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL
PANE, Tel. 427-R.
Gl-tf
TO LOT—Cottage house on Camden St. ;
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
•MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318 R.

FUR SALE—P/fc Ton IFord 1927 truck with
Waford gear shift and hand hoist steel dump
body. E. O. UHILHROOK & SON, «3‘» Main
St.. Rockland. Tel. 466 \Y.
78-89

FUR SALE—In upper part of Miss .Marga
ret Condon's stable, 12 iKnox St.. Thomaston,
parlor set of six pieces, J$25: white Iron
chamber set. $25 • smaller set. $15; silver tea
set. $"»: silver pitcher with goblet, $5; silver
knives, forks, spoons, cake basket, pickle dPh
and many other things. MRS. ADDIE L.
HOWES, Thomaston.
78-80

421 Main Street

you a

Advertisements In thl? column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

For Sale

BERMAN’S

offers

Lost and Found

FUR KALB—Deering double horse mowing
machine, in good condition. MRS ISAAC
YOUNG, 17 Pine St... Thomaston.
78*80

Miss Jane Miller returned Saturday j
/rom Camp Sherman, Brimfield, ;
Mass., where she spent a few days in !
the Red Cross service.
Mrs. Josephine Stone is on a two
weeks’ vacation from Black & Gay, !
which she is spending with her sister
Mrs. Harold Watts in Belmont. Mass, i
Twenty-two members of the Beta
Alpha Club enjoyed the June picnic |
in the home of Mrs. William New- J

ohowder

n

FOLLOW THE CROWDS TO BERMAN’S

In Everybody’s Column

Wanted
WANTED -Order cook—at once. Park Street
Cafe. MANLEY T PERRY. Prop.
78-80
WANTED—Boy 16 to milk cows and «b
chores. Tel. 367-21.
78-8
WANTED Girl with some selling experi
ence. Address XL, The Courier-Gazette 'Office.
78-80
WANTED Two ladies to take orders for Fifth
Ave. style dresses. LAURA A. ROGERS. Dist.
Mgr. R. F. ID., IB ox 41, Bath ,M e.
77*79
WANTED Reliable and permanent tenant
for the Alertle L. Simpson house at 64 Jtankin
St., furnished or unfurnished. Apply to E.
W. .PIKE, attorney. 400 Main St.
77*79
WANTED Washings to do. MRS. GERT
RUDE COTTON, 16 Kelley’s lane. Tel. 522-W.
.
_________ ____________________ 75-86
WANTED Laundress, resident fit'l lime,
wanted In country home In IMalne near Rock
land.
Apply Immediately.
TEL NORTH
HAVEN 5 or P. O. Box 23, North Ilav ni.
WANTED Washings to do. MRS SYBIL
ROKK.S, 3 Donolme Court. Tel. 141-M. 77-79
WANTED Set or part of set of IMaineJteftorts. Also other Maine law hooks. Address
fcockland COURIER-GAZETTE.
77*82
WANTED Boys’ second band bicycle in
«oo(J condition. CALL 794-W.
’ 76*7S
WANTED -At once, girl for general house
work. Apply 86 .MA^ONJC (ST. or Tel. 163-J.
_________ ____________________________ 76-78
WANTED—'Man with machine to cut '• tons
hay. at once. L. W. TEEL. West Meadow
road. City.
76*78
WANTED- Pure white shaggy kittens and
other colors. BAY'
VIEW FAIBM, North
Haven. Me,
7G• 81
WANTED -By young man position
chauffeur, careful driver, steady employm
or by hour. Inquire 26 SnAW AVE
WANTED- Employment b.v young >nan. i
Vvp1'1
WOr^’ ,n<Iu,re or "rite 26 SHJ

WANTED To buy autographed letters
documents signed by Presidents Washing!
to Lincoln, old pewter, colonial silver. I‘.
BOX. 208, Rockland.
7j.
tVANTEIC Experienced stitchers at MO
ERN j»ANTS CO.
gWANTED--Automobile generator and sta
er work. Brushes In stock for all cars. Arn
lures turned and undercut for garages
reasonable rates. Complete automotive el
trlcal service. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. N
to Ford Agency.
gg

.
To ,oan Money on auto, hou:
bold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 i
XvaKL,n,.’n,h on unI’al,1 balances. KN(
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofllce

Miscellaneous
PI LI.KR BUI SIIKK Ke.|. ™>1 .-in.l
ilurlni! (In- Inii weather with a fc'aill. r >
F
17
1st.
PATCHWORK—(Four poiimia rin
Jiostpalii ft. or pay postman plus ,
Unuderflil assortment. Clippings an,
plena. Satisfaction miaranteert. u
TKXTILK CO., s Aster St.. I'rovnlence,

, K'»«K AM, < KM EXT WORK, nils
built ami repaired; all kinds nf lawn v
2g»,la.3! ,'.’r
liEXIAMlx I(
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 4117.
J'AVA MOWERS repaired and all,
ealled fur and- delivered. Satlsfaetlii
an eed. CRIB HARDWARE CO R,
I.II.HTMM, Is nothing to he fool.
Are you sure your radio antenna is
proeeldl by an approved appliance (
and our Service Man will look y„„r I
Ion over and tell you Ihe coal of nro|
HOI s'f SHt’ituTv a"',‘-’lvi n without
dallsnK’8HtRJ**N’ Inc" E1«'trlca

I-.Ti?

Ko

AND BOEE

J ark St. F. il1, KNIGHT.
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2r
KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 Sc
68-tf
<>PP. postofllce.
FDR SALE—24 font power boat, 22 h. p
engine. CHARLES HENDERSON. Thomaston. rJ'.1';1' E- A-,KXOWI.Ttt.\ tile your ,
64-tf
10p,,Ur furultur® at 216 LIMERt
FOR SALK—Hardwood fitted. $14 ; junks.
$12: long, $10: fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft
l.AI,IBS—Reliable atoek of hair eo
wood and slabs. $8; also lumber. T J CAR- Rockland n«lr Slore, 24 Elm St M
ROLL, Tel. 263-21._________________ ' fi.lf millelted. If. C. RHODES. Tel. 5111
FOR SALE—Fifty bouses of all description!
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES C
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages. and estates, up-to-date property I,
In fact ail kinds of real estate. Come and den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bi
talk over my list If you wish to buv. ROBERT fast Me* ’°“ W“L 0BB,N J- UICI
U. COLLLNS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
66-tf

I have opened the Feeney-Jameson Store at
Owl s Head, wifii a fresh clean stock of

Groceries Meats Lobsters
Special on Lobsters—call me up and I’ll have the
Lobsters Fresh Boiled, Steaming Hot at Your
Pleasure

ERROLD TRAINER
OWL’S HEAD, ME.

k w&tftobefr

Yyftiarei’Vteedqjr
^DWJKJ^TAnONEky*
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Every-O ther-Day
cabin was to be his coffin or his
crown of glory.
Fortunately for
Lindbergh, America *and aviation, it
How Regarded By Educa turned out to be the latter. •
Never before has any one event so
tional Club—Capt. Winca- significantly
contributed to the des
tiny of an industry. Before Lind
paw’s Aviation Lecture
bergh’s Paris Hop. Aviation in
The Woman’s Educational Club i America was unorganized, uncon
trolled and hardly discernible as a
summer picnics had a very auspicious potential public utility. In the space
beginning at the home of Mrs. L. G. of three short years, it has taken its
Perry, wife of the pastor of the Lit place among the major industries of
tlefield Memorial Church. It was the country. Unsubsidized, but care
fully nursed by the government—it
well attended and Mrs. Perry proved has grown to a full fledged businessherself an ideal hostess. Represen employing hundreds of thousands,
tative George L. St. Clair gave th? serving millions , saving billions
Almost 200,000,000 miles were flown
club a very interesting talk.
The second picnic was held Fri by American planes in 1929. Over
day with Mrs. George Ludwig, 3,000,000 persons were flown in 1929.
Beech woods street, Thomaston, and (Ivor 7,000.000 lbs. of air mail was
those who braved the shower felt carried. Over 90.000 mlle.s were flown
well rewarded. The attendance was daily by transport lines. Over 105,000
gratifying and much information was passengers were carried by transport
The Curtiss-Wright Flying
gleaned. “What is the greatest sin?'* lines.
was discussed—the predominating Service carried over 125,000 paid
opinion being that of non-recogni passengers in 1929—only 10% less
tion of God and His overruling hand. than the total carried hv all air lines.
The members are looking forward
The subject for the next picnic dis
cussion will be “Is divorce Justifiable? to a trip to the Aviation Field to view
The speaker Friday was Capt. W. tiie planes.
It was announced there will be a
H. Wincapaw and his story of avia
tion’s progress was a revelation to the Rose Festival July 24 at Rose Cliffs,
interested gathering, which deluged Beech street extension, cafeteria
the speaker with questions. These lunch, entertainment, etc.
he graciously answered. Among the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Crockett,
things learned were that the cheap
est plane costs about $4000 and that Rockland street, entertained the
38 students have received flier’s Itooevik Club Friday evening as an
licenses from the Curtiss Wright observance of their wedding anni
versary. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson
school at the Rockland base.
were special guests. Cards, music
Acknowledgment
and refreshments combined to make
Three years ago the middle of this the evening a delightful one. Mr.
month, a young man seated himself and Mrs. Crockett were presented
In the tiny cabin of a monoplane and w’ith an end table as a memento of
closed the door after him. That the occasion

THE WORST SIN

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Bulldog Drummond Back!
THRILLING drama of mystery in an old
castle where a charming young lady be
comes enmeshed in a web o»f startling climaxes.

Society
In addition to personal notes regardlni
Judge Elias Clark of Phoenix, Ari
departures and arrivals, this department espe zona, made a brief w’eekend visit in
daily desires information of social happenings
parties, musicals, etc. Note” ”ent by mail oi the city, when he was guest of Mr.
telephone will be gladly received.
and Mrs. Alan L. Bird. He did not
TELEPHONE ........................................... 77( omit to look in upon former friends
in his old-time Thomaston home as
Announcements received in the city well as here, with a special call on
read: “Mr and Mrs. Harold Roberts Cyrus H. K. Curtis, renewing asso
have the honour of announcing the ciations of a past winter that Mr. and
marriage of their daughter, Dorothy Mrs. Curtis spent in Phoenix. Judge
Brockwdy, to Mr Donald Scantlebury Clark’s eastern trip is a business one
Macdonald,
on
Wednesday,
th*1 but he hopes to get back to Rock
twenty-fifth of June, Nineteen hun land for another call before returning
ivest.
dred and thirty, New’ York.’’
The arrival of Thomas W. Lamont,
the well known financier, who sum
mers at North Haven, was forecast
Saturday when several members of
the family and a group of servants
arrived.

Mrs. J. Frank Keyes and Mins
Margaret Rose of Worcester, Mass.,
are guests for two W’ceks of Miss
Christol Cameron at her cottage
Noremac, Holiday Beach.

Mrs. Harry Coben of Grace street
Mr. and Mrs. D (J. Smiley and son entertained Friday’ evening for Mrs.
Oaksman have opened their sum Samuel Ames of Orcno. Music and
mer home on Rankin street. They other diversions were enjoyed till a
will remain until early in September late hour. Refreshments w’ere served.
when Oaksman returns to school in
Mrs. Saraul Ames and son Sidney
Allendale, Penn
Mr. Smiley, who
travels
extensively
through the of Orono are visiting Mrs. Ames’ sis
South, reports that section to be in ter, Mrs. Harry Bradbury.
the grip of a financial depression
Mrs. Florence Butterfield of Rock
which has resulted in the closing of
port announces the engagement of
many banks.
her daughter Miss Doris Butterfield
Mrs. C. B. Davis and son Warren to John Van Volkenburgh of Hack
and Robert Hulk of Arlington, Mass., ensack, N. J.
and Mrs. Laura 'Williams of Lisbon
Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Wiswall, daugh
Falls w’ere recent guests of Miss
ter Martha and son William arrive
Annie B. Davis, Elm street.
today from Wellesley Hills, Ma«t.
Dr. Wiswall returns shortly, but the
Cyrus S Pinkham and family are
visiting at Bootlibay Harbor before family will spend the month of July
here.
going to their new home in Balti
more.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Norton are on a
fortnight’s trip through Aroostook
Mr and Mrs. Charles Perry and son
County, and will visit Halifax before
] Charles and Lester Morrill, who have
returning.
been occupying a cottage at Holidiftr
Beach, the past two weeks, have re
Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe is having
turned to their home in North Con two week’s vacation from the Woolway, N. II.
W’orth store.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Scantlebury
MacDonald of New’ York (Dorothy
Roberts) are honeymooning at “Trial
Mark.’’ the summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Roberts. Their marriage
| took place June 25 in Stamford, Conn.,
in the Congregational Church, fol
lowed by a reception at th© bride’s
home at 1112 Park avenue, New York.

Ralph Clark is having a fortnight’s
vacation from Gregory’s clothing
store. Accompanied by his wife ahd
children he will spend it at Northport. Mrs. Trask and daughter Miss
Harriet Trask are also at the Rock
land cottage.

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Foster and
Miss Flora Fish spent Friday in Bath.
A bridge party is being given this
| evening at Grand Army hall under the
Miss Cora Hall, George Hall and
j auspices of the auxiliary of Sons of Mrs. Ellen Hall motored to Gorhsftn
Union Veterans, w’ith Mrs. Helen yesterday. Miss Hall will remain to
Paladino as hostess.
attend summer school at that place.
Miss Madlene Rogers and Miss Lena
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hodson and
Miller are also attending the sum
I son Spaulding of Rochester, Vt., armer school at Gorham.
| rived Saturday’ to spend the summer
with Mr. and Mrs. George Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Johnson who
I South Thomaston.
have been spending their honeymoon
w’ith Mr. Johnson’s parents, Capt.
Miss Hertha Harmon of New’ York.
and Mrs. Henry Johnson left Sun
I soprano, was soloist at the First
I Church of Christ Scientist Sunday day night foi* Boston where they will
make a short visit before going to
I morning.
their home in New York.

NEXT WEEK

“WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE

I

PUBLIX

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00. 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Home of
Paramount
Picturei
TEL. 892

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

She’s Got ‘It’
And “It”
Does Her
A Lotta Good
Clara . . •
the ravishing redhead
Vamps the gobs!
Makes
believe she loves'em all! And
they fall for her . . . hook,
line and sinker!
But when Gunner McCoy
(handsome Fredrie March)
comes along and steals her
heart . « . things only begin
to happen! For the Gunner
out to save the Navy
from Clara! To teach her a
few trloks afbout love even
Clara never heard of!

Rollicking comedy with
salty tang! Red-headed .

CLARA BOW
at her riotous best in . ..

“True to the Navy”
A Paramount All Talking Picture with . . .

FREDRIC MARCH, HARRY GREEN
Comedy

News

Novelty

THURSDAY-FRIDAY, JULY 3-4
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Norma Shearer in “The Divorcee’

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

One of the
Publix
Theatres

Tel. 409

Mrs. Fred True, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Myra Elwell an Inmate of The
I James Lawrence and Miss Mabel F.
Home for Aged Women is spending
Lamb motored to Waterville SaturI day for the weekend. Miss Lamb was a few weeks with her daughter in
| the guest of Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker. Kennebunkport.

Mrs. Florence McMillan and daughMiss Kitty (Lottie) McLaughlin is
terd Margaret have returned from a
expected to arrive at her Rockland
home the latter part of the week. On fortnight's vacation in Rockville.
her way from New York she- is stop
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Roakes of
ping in Waterville to sing at a spe
cial service in the Sacred Heart Brighton. Mass., arrived this morning
and wffl spend the week with Mr.
Church the priest of which is Father
Roakes' mother, Mrs. A. L. Vose.
Fancher, formerly curate of St.
Bernard’s parish.
Mr. and Mrs. Colon Strout and son
Lloyd of Leominster. Mass., arrive
Dr. Burton E. Flanders and mother,
here this week to he the guests over
Mrs. Elizabeth Flanders, were guests
the Fourth and weekend of Mrs.
Sunday of Miss Jennie Whldden, Bel
Strout’s mothr, Mrs. Affle Small, at
fast.
«
Glencove. Lloyd will spend the sum
mer with his grandmother.
Miss Pauline Carde of Topsham is
th» guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy John
Mrs. Florence Keating of Hotel
son nt The Highlands.
Rockland is in Claremont, N. H., a
guest of relatives over the Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gallagher
who were the guests last week of Mr.
Mrs. Harold Morrison and daughter
and Mrs. A. L. Vose, have returned to
Miss Frances West of Jamaica Plain.
their home in BilleVica, Mass.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Raoul
Bargelou of Portland were weekend
Mr. and Mrs. William Gridin were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
recent guests of Mr. Gridin's cousins.
Morton at The Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Swift and Mrs.
Coltart and children of Newton
The meeting of Opportunity Class
Heights, Mass., at their summer home
scheduled for Thursday evening has
In Northport.
been postponed until Thursday of
Mrs. Doris Clifford (Dori Hooke) next week when it will lie held with
of Arlington, Mass., has been spend Mrs. Hattie Richards, Thomaston.
ing the past week with her mother,
Ernest W. Munro has re-entered
Mrs. Arthur Gardner. Mr. Clifford
joined her Sunday and they are now Knox Hospital for treatment.
visiting tlie latter's mother, Mrs.
Miss Olive Edwards, recently opCarl Noyes, in Belfast.
orated upon for appendicitis at Knox
Mrs. tf. W. Gerry and Mrs. Harry Hospital, is at her Clark Island home
Brown and son Gerry of Watertown, recuperating.
__
X
Mass., were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird and Miss
Mrs. E. F. Berry, Grove street, on
Madeline Bird are now at 13 Middle
their way to Surry.
street,, having mhde the automobile
Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. Cragin and trip from Newark, N. J., in a couple
children of Portland were Sunday of days.
guests of Miss Mabel A. Pillsbury, In
graham Hill.
John E. Knowlton returned yester
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and day from three weeks' visit with oldI son George of Freeport. L. I., arrived time friends in Massachusetts and
| Sunday to he guests of Mr. and Rhode Island.
Mrs. George Green at South Thomas
Miss Ruth Cobb arrived from St.
ton and Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Emery.
Pacific street. Mr. Kittredge is re Louis last night.
turning to New York after the Fourth,
Mrs. Leonard Jordan of Ellsworth
hut the family will remain for the
was a weekend guest of Judge and
| summer season.
Mrs. A. L. Miles.
Mrs. Leola Rose and Mrs. Walter
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Emery, Wendell
H. Spear entertained at luneheon and
bridge at the Country Club Friday Emery and Mr. Ripley motored to
afternoon, with eight tables. Peonies Winthrop Sunday, accompanied by
and roses were used effectively ns Master Charles Emery who is enter
decorations. Favors were won by ing the Y.M.C.A. camp for several
Mrs. C. M. Kalloch, Mrs. L. E. Mc weeks.
Rae, Miss G Louise Ayers. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hewett of Cam
Elonia Tuttle. Mrs. R. H. Britt and
den were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb.
Mrs. Herbert Morton at The High
Harold B. Savage of this city was lands
groomsman at the wedding of his sis
The T.S.S. Club has returned from
ter, Miss Mabel Elsie Savage, which
took place at the home of the bride’s a house-party given by Doris Black
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F. Sav man at her Cooper's Beach pottage
age in Farmington last Wednesday. Those present were: Constance Snow,
The bridegroom was William N. Velzora Look. Faith Lurvey, Marion
Gould, a scientific farmer, who was Mullen, Katherine Snow. Mary Cinn.
educated In Farmington schools and Luella Snow, Doris Blackman, and
Gray’s Business College. The bride is chaperones, Nellie and Virginia Snow.
a graduate nf Farmington High
School, class of '27, and of the State
We have just received a lot of new
Normal School in '29. For the past ccats suitable for spring or early fall
year she has taught in the Primary wear. The same will lie placed on
School at New Vineyard. She wore sale this week for $7.50, $9.50 and
a gown of white chiffon and tulle.
$15.00. E. B. Hastings & Co.—adv.

*
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Where To Go and What To Do
This Section Offers Unlimited Opportunities—beautiful motor rides to charming tea
rooms or summer hotels where the best in sea and other foods may be had. Below are
listed some of these resorts within easy travel distance of this city.
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| DINE <3 DANCE

Visit Drift Inn
AT MARTINSVILLE

j ORANGE and BLACK

Beautifully located, fine roads, convenient to Rock
land; only 20 miles away

■
■
♦
l

+

SHORE AND CHICKEN DINNERS

CORNER PARK AND MAIN STREETS, ROCKLAND

*

❖
1

SALADS, STEWS, COLLEGE ICES

Telephone Tenant’s Harbor 4-14 for reservations
*
X

NO COVER CHARGE—A FINE DANCE FLOOR—GOOD MUSIC
EVERYBODY WELCOME—DINE AND DANCE

f
X

COLD DRINKS,

I
1

35 KINDS OF SANDWICHES

♦

OAK GROVE CABINS

DINE AND DANCE AT

Beautiful—Cool—Sanitary—on the Atlantic

KLAGGE KROFT MANOR

Highway at Glencove—Two Miles from Rockland

SOUTH HOPE, ME.
Overlooking Alford Lake and Lermond Pond

Try Our Restaurant-Eat on the Cool and
Shady Porch

Special Chicken Dinner, $1.50
Dinners and Luncheons a la Carte
SPECIAL DINNERS and LUNCHES Arranged For Any Number
at Short Notice
HOME COOKED PASTRY AND ICES
Nicely Furnished Rooms Day or Week. On the site of the old
Rufe Blackington Estate

SALMON AND CHICKEN DINNERS
FOR THE FOURTH OF JULY

Oakland Park E

at

GREEN GABLES

TONIGHT

Belmont Avenue, Camden
Telephone Camden 201

Leo Doucette’s Artistic Band
WADSWORTH TEA ROOM INN

3 - DANCES - 3

33 Union Street, Camden, Me.
OPENS THURSDAY, JULY 3
ROAST DUCK, CHICKEN, STEAK, LOBSTER
AND FISH DINNERS, SALADS, LUNCHES

NIGHT BEFORE THE FOURTH, JULY 3

MIDNIGHT AT 12.05, JULY FOURTH

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO WEDDINGS AND PARTIES
PRIVATE DINING ROOM
TELEPHONE 88-3

THE ADMIRALS

78-79

JULY FOURTH, EVENING, LEO DOUCETTE

iSfiSBMUHW

SPEND THE HOLIDAY AT
THE OLD RELIABLE

B

r
SPEND THE FOURTH

WESSAWESKEAfi INN

AT

EAT ONE OF L. B.’s SHORE DINNERS
’NUFFSED

“SANDY SHORES”
Beautiful South Pond
Perfect Swimming, “Laughing Loon” Swimming and Diving Float,
Ice Cream, Light Lunches, Cold Drinks, Etc. The Ideal Place to
Bring the Family. Half Way Between Thomacton and Warren,
Second Leit Turn Beyond South Warren.

Wan-E-Set
The ideal spot to spend The Fourth. Cool and love
ly at Tenant’s Harbor—away from the noise and

“Spend the Fourth At Sandy Shores”

crowds

CHICKEN. AND SHORE DINNERS
Served from noon till 8.30

ALL NIGHT DANCE

Tel. Wan-e-set Inn, Tel. 27 Tenant s Harbor for

reservations

Night Before The 4th
The Dorcas Club, entertained yes
terday at Mrs. Elmer Bird’s Mirror
Lake Camp, following luncheon at
Community Sweet Shop, had as spe
cial guest Mrs. Delia Sullivan of
Orono.

Mrs. Mabel Howard of S Claren
don street had as her guest Thursday
and Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Morrison and Mr. and Mrs. Cheater
Morrison of Waltham, Mass., who I
were enroute to Eastport.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry of Readfield were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Albra Perry at The Highlands.

Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr. and infant
son are home from Knox Hospital.

AT FRIENDSHIP

DANCE

FREE HATS, NOISE MAKERS, CONFETTI, ETC.

PIERCE’S

ORCHESTRA

OWL’S HEAD

For Fun and a Good Time

TOWN HALL

Ladies 25c; Men 75c

Head of the Bay

78-7.)

Wednesday, July 2
9.00 to 1230 Daylight
77-78

Owl’s Head Inn

Mrs. W. 8. Healey and daughter
Pauline of Glendale. Calif., arrived
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine and last night fur a visit with Mrs.
children leave today for PlalnflelJ. Healey's father, J. C. Perry. They
N. J., where they will spend the month were guests Sunday nf Miss Pauline's
grandmother. Mrs. W. A. Healey in
of July as guests of relatives.
Springfield. Mass.
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and son
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse who
Charles left Sunday for Weld Pond,
their summer home. Mr. Toner enters are occupying the Crockett cottage
at Ingraham Hill have as guests Mr.
Bates Summer School next week.
Monkhouse’s sister and nephew, Mrs.
Alden Joyce arived Saturday to W. it. Marsh and William Y. Marsh
spend the weekend with his family, of Toronto, Canada.
lie left Rye, N. Y.. for New London,
Frank H. Whitney has returned
on the Yacht Melata V., to attend the
Harvard-Yale boat races, and went from a motor trip of several days’
from there to North Haven where lie duration which took him to Bridgleft the yacht, making tlie trip home port. Conn , Holyoke. Mass. , and
home via the White Mountains.
by seaplane.
ziiflc.a

Directly on “Old Ocean”

Spend the Fourth—or Any Other Day

In Cool Comfort

CHICKEN, STEAK AND SHORE DINNERS
Special Afternoon Teas
Telephone Rockland 385-4

Page Eighl
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: BUSY GRANGERS I
*
v
*♦*
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apart from other Grange resources,
which has been expended in hall im- 1
1 r vements. working equipment and I
various community projects.

* * * »

Perhaps the oldest initiate to any
fraternal organization in the country
this y* a: has been discovered in New
The "Student Grange movement . Hampshire—a man in his 91st year
continues to gain momentum and in has just joined the Grange, the first
many of the state agricultural col secret society with which he has ever
leges such Grange groups are doing been affiliated.
• » * *
active work. One of the most-recently organized is at the state school
At a recent Grange meeting in New
of agriculture in South Dakota, where York State three generations of mem
many practical projects are being bers were present and all had a part
carried out under the auspices of in the evening’s program—a mother,
this alert student group.
her daughter and her grandson.
* * * *
# * * *
Large numbers of New England
A small circle of women workers
in one Massachusetts Grange has Granges are staging pageants and
raised within recent times over $1500 similar events to assist in a fitting
1-y their own efforts, and entirely observance of Tercentenary Year.

NOW GOING STRONG!
The Greatest Shoe Sale in Years! Hundreds
Have Already Purchased Shoes at
Unheard Of Prices! Why Not You!

WHIRLWIND
CLEARANCE

SALE
Now Going On At the Royal Shoe Store

Shoes for Men, Women,
and Children a! 98c,
$1.93 and $2.87
Save 25%-50% and more
Act Now! Only a Few Days Left!
at the

Royal Shoe Stores, Inc.
(Formerly Hub Shoe Store)

286 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
HURRY! HURRY!! HURRY!!!

;
I

j
;

Every-Other-Day
year the Auxiliary has concentrated
on the expanding of that part of the
rehabilitation program which en
ables the disabled to help themselves.
The poppy manufacturing activity is
our best means of giving employment
to the disabled, she said.
She stressed the importance of the
Fidae Auxiliary which will hold with
Eidac an international congress in
this country this fall when men and !
women delegates from allied nations
will have an opportunity to become
acquainted with the real America.
She stated that as the radicalpacifist efforts are concentrated
largely upon winning the support of
the women of the country to their
cause, the responsibility of bolding
the women of America to a sane view
of the question of National defence
falls largely upon our Auxiliary and
other women's patriotic organiza
tions.
She closed with these words: "I
am sure the Auxiliary is now enter
ing a period of accomplishment
which will see the realization of all
our ambitious dreams.”

>*♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦? A HEARTY WELCOME

TALK OF THE TOWN

Was Extended To Mrs. Don
ald Macrae, Legion Auxili
ary President

•Numerous instances have come to
light where energetic Grange effort;
wisely directed, has brought about |
the abolition of a dangerous railroad
grade crossing when all previous
efforts had failed. In other cases the
Grange campaign has secured the
protection of the public at such
danger spots by the placing of a
flagman or installation of adequate
danger warning signals.

Mrs. Donald
Macrae, national •
A iRockland attorney owns a dog
John Clay ter has moved to Camden.
which does some wonderful tricks. l»eing now located at 17 Mountain president of the American Legion
j
Auxiliary, honor guest of the Maine
Chewing gum is one of them.
street.
Auxiliary at Bangor last week and
Anybody desiring a cqpy of the
Miss Ethel Thomas who is home chief speaker at the banquet attend
1930 game laws can obtain it. free from the University of Maine for the ed by Legion and Auxiliary members
of charge, by applying to Clerk of summer is employed at the Penobscot in the evening, was enthusiastieal’v
received. Mrs. Macrae said that she
Grill.
Courts Griffin at the Court House.
Valley View Heiihts at Camden Is an
doubted if any other woman's organi
the market.
This is a wonderful piece of property:
Dr. W. Merritt Emerson has been
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield zation had ever embarked upon a
located beween Mt. Battle and Mt. Mepunelected king lion of the Bangor- Memorial Church will meet in the program of such wide scope as th^ .
ticook, consisting of “150 acres, mere or
Brewer Lions Club, which by the way vestry on Wednesday evening. Mem Auxiliary did when founded 10 years
There are several good building sites
She said that, it was now
is endeavoring to raise a trust fund bers are requested to take the hold ago.
overlooking Penobscot Bay and Lake Meof $1000.
ers and fancy work they have made stronger, not only numeiically, but
gunticook.
.
It adjoins High Class Improvemsnts. and
in accomplishments, ideals, deter
for the fair.
is easy of approach, also well wooded.
'Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of th©
mination and trained service, than
For particulars see local agent or ad
The parking place established by ever before. Its membership is over
Littlefield Memorial Church has been
dress owner
doing much good work since coming i the city between Tillson avenue and 335.000. It has supported the Legion's the care of the wives and children
MRS. ADDIE E. OGIER
here. This was shown by the taking Winter street, with entrances from legislative program and the work of of the dead and disabled and the
Hermosa Beach, Calif.
in of 12 new members Sunday.
both, is now ready for all who desire the national rehabilitation committee. safeguarding of the country’s future
76-78
to use it. The place is handy to The rehabilitation of the war disabled. is of concern to every unit. This
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets Main street, and a police officer is
Thursday evening. This will be the always on duty.
final meeting of the season, and all
Simmons Bedcing
Every Home in
A woman evidently much vexed I
unfinished business matters are to be
with the new traffic rules, was over- i
handled and completed if possible.
Maine
Mohawk Rugs
heard the other day voicing her com- I
plaint.
‘
But
1
wasn
’
t
afraid
of
'em."
>
Will.am H. Weed arrived home Sat
Should Have An
Hoosier
urday from New York and enters at said she. * I walked down that street |
three
times
and
they
didn't
dare
say
i
once upon his new duties as salesman
Kitchen Cabinets
Account at
for the National Biscuit Company as a word to me.”
sign d to a portion of the Rockland
Gold Seal Congoleum
EASTERN’S
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
territory.
Paramount’s truly remarkable pic- |
ture "With Byrd At The South Pole,'
The premises of C. M. Thomas at 8 is absolutely genuine and authentic. ]
Spruce street, represent a veritable This feature picture, soon to play
Eden these days when so many pretty at the Strand, was made possible hv
posies are in bloom and so many the two Paramount cameramen who
breeds of feathered songsters are were included in the expeditk n.
flitting in and out of the 30-odd bird
houses which Mr. Thomas has erected
At the recent meeting of the trus
for their entertainment.
tees of the Unlversalist Church Dr. I
E. W Peaslee was elected president. •
The good the Community Yacht Club J. Fred Knight clerk, and Eugene E.
is doing is recognized far beyond Stoddard treasurer. It was voted to
the limits of Rockland.
Donald hold regular monthly meetings on the
Leach, president of The corporation, first Monday of each month.
received a letter from Charles Dana
Gibson, the other day. and out
The current issue of the American >
dropped An encouraging check. With League Monthly has a feature story j
the check came the distinguished on Dr. Frank H. Webster, referring j
artist's best wishes.
incidentally to his 10 years’ residence i
in Rockland as a practicing physi- I
We should like very much to have cian. <»ne of the illustrations shows
been in St. Louis yesterday so as to Dr. Webster on a fine mgunt, which
have attended the opening of the is named "Bob,” possibly in honor of
Glencoe Lime & Cement Co.’s new Dr.
Webster’s
brother.
ex-City
office and salesroom at 1608 Pine Marshal Robert A. Webster.
street. The event was in connection
with this company's golden anniver
The proudest man in the employ I
sary. The Courier-Gazette acknowl of the telephone company yesterday i
edges an invitation.
was Robert M. Packard, construction I
foreman, and the cause of his elation ;
Winfield M. Thompson, at one time was th*' new International motor
editor of the Rockland Free Press, truck v. ch had just arrived. The i
now publicity director for the In newcomer has a steel body, and is !
ternational Mercantile Marine Com equipped with every known device for '
pany. 'which operated ten great construction and repair work. It will .
steamboat lines, has returned . to be a lively bunch that can follow Bob •
California a^ter a trip around the and his crew while they are operat- '
world on the S. S. Belgenland.
ing that machine.
This value is a fair sample of the wonderful bargains we are offering! Tailored in genuine velour, all over, with handsome reverse cushions
and made throughout for dependable service, all three pieces at this special low price! See it today!
$10.00 DELIVERS—A YEAR TO PAY!
STRAND THEATRE
TENANT’S HARBOR
Packed with thrills from first to
last and given a directorial and pho
James and Lermond Smith of West
tographic treatment that brings out Somerville. Mass., have arrived to
its entertainment qualities to the spend the summer with their grand
utmost. "Temple Tower." which comes mother Mrs. Emma Torrey. Their
for Wednesday and Thursday will in mother Mrs. Albert Smith and
troduce screen fans to something new daughter Arlene will join them next
in the way of film farce.
week, for the months of July and
The novel by H. C. McNeile is the August as usual.
latest and most successful of his
Rev. Allison Watts of Vermont
series on "Bulldog Drummond.” and occupied the pulpit Sunday morning
with Kenneth MacKenna in the role in the absence of Mr. Barton. Mr.
- - OJ
of the intrepid ex-officer, director Watts is a native of Tenant's Harbor
Donald Gallagher has produced a grip and his former acquaintance" were
ping and faithful all talking Fox pleased to hear him preach in his
Movietone version of the original home town church Mr. ard Mrs.
Dresser
Watts with their five daughters are
story.
“Temple Tower” has as its theme occupying a cottage at Owl's Head.
Coil Spring
Mrs. Emma Torrey. James Smith
the theft of a priceless jewel collec
Heavy, durable mako, very
tion and the resultant double-cross and Lermond Smith spent the week
Dressers, finely built dressers
resilient to give easy sleeping
ing of two of the crooks by the other end with Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Com
with rich walnut finish, am
comfort. Special at, only—
two. Blackton and his giant accom stock. Broadway. Rockland.
ple
drawer
space,
plate
glass
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Waterhouse
plice. Ga«pard, who take the f'meialds
mirror.
md bide from the wrath of the ot’vr and young child accompanied by a
couple behind the strongly guarded friend, ail of Springfield. Mass are
walls of Temple Tower, a gloomy guests of Mrs. Waterhouse's aunt,
Eight piece walnut suite, modish style, substantially
Mrs. Sewall Wall.
mansion.
manufactured, this suite will instantly appeal to the
•
•
•
•
The maneuvers of the crooks atdiscriminating buyer; buffet, extension table, arm
•ract the attention of Drummond,
Naomi Chapter’s “Real Circus’’
chair and five side chairs in perfectly matched veneers
G
who begins an investigation which in
combined with other fine cabinet woods. The china
The Order of the Eastern Star held
turn leads him into one desperate
cabinet slightly extra.
Its closing meeting June 20 after
situation after another, especially
which the losing side in a recent con
when a mysterious girl enters the
$10.00 DELIVERS—A YEAR TO PAY!
test gave the winners a unique en
•ffair, hoping to save her from the
tertainment. Under the directi >n of
Masked Strangler, the ‘‘master mind” its captain. Gilbert Auld. at about
criminal behind the whole plot.
9 o'clock the triumphal march began,
Few pictures, perhaps none, have
and upon entering the banquet hail,
contained so many breathless mo
the victorious members found thomments as "Temple Tower.” and with «elves on real circus grounds. The
Z5K,
I'";'Mil
Refrigerator
this in mind, the Strand should be hall was roped off, and on all sides
well filled during the local showings were booths with various attractions.
if the production. In addition, how- The usual circus refreshments were
e
Porch Rocker
ver. (and this is where the direction served, hot dogs, coffee, peanuts ice
Side
Door
Refrigerators,
very
and treatment are so noticeable), cream, tonics and chewing gum all
efficient
and
sanitary,
heav

plenty of comedy has been brought at the expense of the losing side.
ily enameled interior and full
into the story—and brought in in a
Several tricks and games were
Maple Porch Rockere, strong
insulation,
protects
food
thoroughly logical and delightful enjoyed, and the performers on
ly built in natural finish, cans
stuffs indefinitely, exterior of
fashion.—adv.
parade In costume made a great hit
•eat.
golden oak.
with their band selections and chorus
singing. The monkey pleased the
PARK THEATRE
The theory that a sailor has a audience greatly by his various
sweetheart in every port has been stunts, and the “cop" was busily en
dispelled by Clara Bow.
F .r the gaged clearing the path for entrance
famous "It” girl has turned this to the various booths which did a
UlL.
situation inside out by having a rushing business all the evening.
sweetheart on every ship In her latest Everyone obeyed his orders, and for
starring picture, “True
to
the tunately no arrests had to be made.
It was an evening of constant laugh
Navy.”
In it Clara is the queen of a drug ter and merriment.
The characters represented were:
store soda fountain. There the sail
ors of the Pacific fleet come to see f Margaret Cant, ring master: Eliza
A bedroom suite characterized by splendid panelled
her smile and remain to eat banana j beth Imlach. bearded lady: Dr.
effects in choice cabinet woods, marvelously orna
Leach,
incubator
baby;
Blanche
Sim

'•plits. And each one thinks Clara is
Top leer Refrigerator
mented with carvings and fancy mouldings, overlays
mons.
snake
charmer:
William
Im

bis girl. Clara, being good-natured
Porch Rocker
Top leer Refrigerator *»'th
and line tracings, Hollywood vanity or dresser with
and big-hearted, lets each one of the lach. Wild Man of Borneo: Maude
Maple Porch Rockers of heivy
exterior of rich golden oak,
gobs keep on thinking so. But one Patterson, tight rope walker: John
stock, natural finish, cane
bed and chest.
interior of white enamel, fully
bright day the entire Pacific fleet Reid, organ grinder: Gladys Davis,
seats; while they last at—
inculated.
docks at San Francisco, and scores policeman: Gilbert Auld. clown; Xina
$10.00 DELIVERS—A YEAR TO PAY!
and scores of gobs rush for Clara and Leach. Spanish girl, in charge of ice
her pineapple temptations. Which, cream booth: David Ross, elawn;
••f course, makes for more complica Mary Chilles and Bella Anderson,
dressed in white coats, pants and
tions than vou can shake a stick at.
a
□
That’s merely the beginning of this caps in charge of hot dog stand;
amusing comedy. For Clara, out of Douglas Auld. monkey: Lillian Phila clear sky, falls head over heels in brook. Gypsy fortune teller: Charles
love with Gunner McCoy who de Kalloch. strong man; Ethel Auld,
cides to teach her a lasting lesson. bear: Harriet Wheeler. Mandy Lee
He sets out to show Clara that she (coon): Ida Rivers, Rastus Johnson,
can’t he faithless to the Navy and (coon).
The evening's entertainment proved
get away with it. But as you may
guess, even gunners do not always a big hit. through the effort of ('apt.
know their own minds See the finish Auld Tile members were pleased to
have guests present to enjoy the
Thursday or Friday.—adv.
circus with them.
'Stated meetings of the Chaptci W-U|
A critic complains that a new war lie resumed the first Friday in Sep
book is published at a prohibitive tember as usual.
IM*ice. Most authors of recent war
books are not so considerate.—Punch.
Your rug problems can b© settled
Walnut Chests
' with satisfaction guaranteed by callMattress bargain: All cotton
! ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
Metal Beds with decorated pan
. street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
GLOBE LAUNDRY
mattress,
full
weight,
with
heavy
els and heavy tubing fillers fin
A/alnut
Chests,
ample
storage
rugs and return them promptly, like
Gliders to complete the porch
Portis.,d, Main*
space in the 4 drawers. Ameri
j
n
w
124-tf
floral
art
ticking.
Wednesday
QUALITY WORK
ished
in
beautiful
walnut
brown
ensemble;
tufted back and comcan gumwood with pleasing
PARCEL DELIVERY 8ERVICE
The girl who used to marry . man
walnut finish.
and Thursday only.
finish.
fortable pad, heavy covering.
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R I for better or worse now marrie him
1 for more or less.—Florida TimesUnion.
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Furnishings the VaIue=Wise Shopper Will Choose!
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Jacquard Velour Suite—A Typical Eastern Bargain!

$13.67

8 Piece Walnut Suite

$9.37

$18.67

$1.25
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Smart Bedroom Suite

GO
Sts.

$1.95

$11.67

omit

Celebrate in Safety with
our Sure-Fire Blank
Cartridges—all calibres

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 791

$7.67

$8.67

$16.87

$10.67

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY.

